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INTRODUCTION 
"Decidnos 18.5 canciones de un pueblo y, os diremos sus 1eyes, 
sus costumbres y su historia,1l is an old Spanish proverb which means, 
"Tell us the songs of a people and we will tell you its laws, its 
customs and its history, II and the music of Hispanic America is a 
living example of the wisdom of this old saying. But the recounting 
of the histo~! of this music during the Spanish Colonial period, a 
time during which its foundations were laid, is only one of the pur_ 
poses of this thesis. Its second, and perhaps more important purpose, 
is to show how music had a definite political and social iDportance 
in Latin American society; and how it was used most successfully, by 
both the Spanish missionary and by his official companion as a means 
of pacifyinS, civilizing and Christianizing the natives of th8 colonies. 
The tone of this thesis is sometimes very general, because de-
fini te material or data was unavailable. It r.1Ust be remembered that 
there is no written record of any of the pre-Conquest Indian ~:lUsic, 
and that much of the information used herein, dates from after the 
entrance of the Spani2rds into the New World. It has been assumed 
i 
ii 
that the musical culture found by the Spaniards had existed for some 
time, and that the music described by the first chroniclers was there-
fore the music of the pre_Conquest period. 
It should be emphasized here also, that in discussing Indian 
music, the terms used, such as "m.usic," "balled," "songs," and "sing-
ing," are necessarily used in a very broad sense, for what the Indians 
regarded as music, certainly does not merit the name when judged from 
any sort of cultural standard. 
Material on this subj cct, both in Spanish and English but es-
pecially in the latter language, is notably scarce, not because it 
does not exist, but because few atterClpts have been !:.'1ade to put it 
into any sort of collection: and what nate rial does exist in collec-
tions concerns in the main contemporary music. Since about 1920, 
most of the Latin American governments have been supporting programs 
of extensive research into their individual musical histories, but 
the results of this work are not yet completely available in the 
United States. The best sources of information for this thesis, were 
the conter:1porary writings of the missionaries and early travellers in 
this region, who usually wrote fully and completely of what tl~ey did 
and of what they saw. Fortunately, TJany of these works have already 
iii 
been translated into English. 
The Uusic Division of the Pan American Union is devoting much 
time and effol~ to further study in this field, and it has begun a 
series which will ultimately include the musical history of everyone 
of the Latin American countries, althouGh at present only those of 
Argentina and Brazil have been completed. 
Books which deal with the r!lusic of the United States usually 
have a section which includes the music of the southwestern section 
of our country, which was occupied by the Spaniards. 
Periodical literature is fairly extensive, being found espec-
ially in the Y';!usical Quarterly, Catholic Historical Review, and the 
HeVi Mexico Historical Re'.rie\v. 
Chapter I 
PRE-CON;":UEST I:JDIAN liUSIC 
While not a single page, nor even a note of pre-Conquest Indian 
music has been found, it has been ascertained that before the Spaniards 
came to the Americas, the natives of these lands had their own musical 
culture. This culture varied, of course, from tribe to tribe. If at 
all recognizable as music, it was in a very primitive state of develop-
ment among the uncivilizec. nations of the eastern islands and coastal 
regions, but it was more advanced among the serra-barbaric natives of 
the isolated, mountaneous highlands. Although the specific details of 
their musical culture may have differed from nation to nation, the 
general characteristics of their musical systems were the same; and it 
is these general characteristics, rather than the specific details, 
that will be discussed in this chapter. 
Just previous to the beginning of the Spanish Conquest, in 
1500, the Indian population was estimated at fifteen million people 
in Hispanic America. The most important nations, who were also 
the most adv8nced, were the Nahuatlau tribes, whose chief kingdom 
1 
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was the Aztec in Hexico, and the Incas whose lands lay in the Andean 
area of South America. Secondary nations who should also be mentioned, 
include the i,layas of Central Ar!lerica, the Caribs who lived near the 
mouth of the Orinoco river, the Arawaks of the Guiana country, the 
Tupi nation which inhabited the Amazon regions, the Guaran{ of Para-
guay, the Araucanians of Chile, the Caras o! Ecuador, the Chibchas 
, 
of Colombia, and the Quechuas and AYIJaraS who ere included in the 
Inca Empire, Among these peoples, in fact ~nong all the tribes of 
the Ar.aericas, music was a real and important part of their lives. 
Especially with those nations i, where the so-called monarchy was founded 
upon a religious base, as with the Aztecs, it was an absolutely 
necessary adjunct to every religious and civil ceremony. Music, vocal 
and instrumental, was used to praise bene!icient gods and to banish 
the evil gods, Heroic deeds, adventures and history were all cele-
brated in song and dancing. 
Indian music was limited b~r primitive instrurlents, lacked 
harmony, a system of musical notation, tone quality and stringed 
instruulents, but these shortconings did not detract from its a~~ost 
hypnotic effect upon the natives. To them music Vias IIpart of the 
great emotions, religion and love: voice of the first languae:e, 
3 
that of the heart. lll Perhaps the main reason for its effectiveness 
was that it embraced all of the people. The early writers tell us 
that music was played, sung and danced always in a group which some-
times, such as on the occasion of a great festival, contained more 
than a thousand persons. Although individual conposers, known as mas-
ters of music, did have their place in the musical organization, 
their individual works never "failed to be the expression of the per-
sonal feelings of collective sentiment, ,,2 for they ~ere always for the 
people to perfonn toge~her. Little trace has been found of any ex-
pression of the personal feelings of an individual. Dancing and 
singing were always united, so closely that in many tribes one word 
was used to express both, as with the Quechuas' word tagui. 
But in spite of the important place that music held in Indian 
life, "their musical systems remained at a somewhat lower level than 
their achievements in other branches of art." 3 This is doubly supris-
ing in view of the fact that centers where music and danci:ng Vlere 
taught, were numerous. There was not a single public act of the 
ruler, official or personal, which was not accompanied by music. 
There were, in fact so many kinds of ceremonial music, each follow-
ing a definite form, that some kind of training for the participants, 
1 John A. Crov! " . .Ih.a,1:J21g, of Latin Ameri@, Doubleday and Co., 
New York, 1946, 316. . 
2 Carlos chivc'z, "Mexican ~\1usic," in H. Herring and H. Weinsto ck 
Renascent Mexico, Corvici, Friede and Co., New York, 1935, 203. 
3. Gilbert Chase, A Guide to Latin American Music,z Libra!"'! of 
Conp'res WashinFrton D.C: 1945 3. HereaUer knownas-uhase ide. 
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in this case, the warriors and priests, was considered necessa~i. 
The Aztec monarchy gave royal SU?port to two schools for these Indian 
priests and warriors in which this ceremonial music was considered 
the most important subject to be taught. In the regular schools, (the 
tenn "schools" used here in a very broad sense,) where the children 
of the nation were given some sort of instruction in history and 
astronomy, music was also taught; and there were private singing and 
dancing teachers who tutored the children of the higher classes. 
Training and discipline were rigid; daily attendance and long hours 
of study were required. However, it should be emphasized here that 
in these schools, music was never taught for its own sake, but rather 
as an "aid to learning certain parts of the religious material which 
was considered desirable, and to prepare those who might help in re-
Ii gious services." 4 
The indigenes had their troubadour, or professional composer, 
rhymster and minstrel, whose main duty was to compose suitable music 
and songs for the great religious festivals. At the time of the Con-
quest, none of the tribes had a writing system, hence these native 
composers had also the responsibility of fashioning a mAthod ~or 
transmitting the histol,"! of the tribe in the forr11 of songs or ballads. 
These songs were then taught to a small, select group of young men who, 
4 Charles Braden, Religious Aspects II the Conguest .Q1 Mexico, 
Duke University Press, Durham, North Carolina, 1932, 148. 
5 
when they had reached a fa.irly mature age, in turn passed them on to 
another select group of young men, and thus the history of the tribe 
was transmitted from generation to generation. It Vias definitely an 
inaccurate method of keeping history, for it depended not only upon 
the honesty of the author, in this case the minstrel, but also upon 
the memory of the transmitter. The history was often incomplete, for 
it was the custom to omit the deeds of a ruler whose reign had been 
unsatisfactory to the people. 
Centers existed, in which adult singers and dancers, whose 
chief duty was to amuse and diverl the monarch and nobles of the 
, 
court, were meticulously trained. Bernal Diaz del Castillo, who ac-
companied Cortet in the conquest of Mexico, tells us that Montezuma 
delighted in music, and that one whole part of Mexico City "was 
entirely inhabited by • [hi~ dancers and posture makers; • ,,5 . . • • 
Other early travellers have recorded the Indian custom of having 
music and dancing during the royal meals. In Peru, where a certain 
de gree of vassalage was practiced, it was the responsibility 0:; a 
certain tribe of Indians, who "were evidentally considered as es-
pecially good dancers, to supply perfonners for the court.,,6 Often 
the men of the wealthier and higher classes maintained whole bands 
of professional musicians in their houses, who were supposed to extol 
, 
5 Bernal Diaz del Castillo, HistorY Qi the Discovery and Con-
Quest .91. Hexico, William Blackwood, Edinburgh, 1824, III, 46. 
6 Eleanor Hague, Latin American Uusic, Past and Present, Fine 
Arts Press, Santa Ana, California, 1934, 13. Hereafter referred to 
as Hague, Music. 
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the personal heroic deeds of their master, and who could be called 
upon at any time to perform. 
Indian Husical Instruments 
The developnent of Indian music was hampered by the primitive-
ness of their musical instrur.'lents. In general, there were three 
types of native instruments: the percussion group, the noise-makers 
and rattles and the flutes. The last-named was the only instrument 
on which a melody could be played, and even then ·the melodies were 
extremely simple, and the notes were without :ouch tone quality. 
The indigenes did have a musical scale, but it was cO!:iposed 
of only five tones. This scale was the pentatonic scale "represented 
(approximately) by the five black keys of the piano keyboCl,rd.,,7 Some 
authors believe that this scale symbolized the five fingers of the 
human hand, but others believe it was chosen because of the need for 
wide intervals between tones in order that pitch could be more easily 
reco enized. When Mr. Charles W. Mead recently tested the twenty-six 
Indian flutes that have been preserved in the Euseum of Natural His-
tory in New York, he found that over half of then could produce only 
the five notes of this scale. The ~ones were produced by either a 
series of holes for finger stops, or by using the varying force of 
7 Nicolas Slonimsky, Music of Latin America, Thomas Y. 
Crowel]. Co., New York, 1945, 50. 
7 
the breB~th. 
It is generally conceded that the Indians had not stringed in-
struments, and of course no brass, until the Spaniards brought them 
the European models. The Apaches of Ari zona are reported to have had 
a one-string fiddle, made of "horsehair with a gourd,,,8 but the real 
existence of this instrument has yet to be proven. Some authors 
cla,im that a musical bOVl, fashioned after the hunter's bow was used 
by the Andean Indians, but this too is most doubtful. 
Any and all sorts of materials, animal, mineral and vegetable, 
were used by the indigenes for the construction of their primitive 
musical instruments. Stone, wood, animal bones and horns, clay, 
reeds, metals, seashells and gourds were all adapted to musical use. 
EVidentally even human material was used for it is reported that t'the 
ancient Mexicans made use of human skulls for drums, and femur bones 
for ratchets."9 Although originals of many of these instruments 
have not been preserved, copies had been made by following the de-
scriptions of the first chroniclers and by using the illustrations 
found as decorations on ancient pieces of pottery and metal ornaments. 
The drum was the most important of all the musical instruments, 
although of course its "music" was a rhythrdc beat rather than any 
8 Mabel H. Despard, The Music .Q1. the United States, J. H. 
1!eirhead Co., New York, 1936, 7. 
9 Sloninsky, 47. 
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t1elody. It had a military use during war, being used. to give orders 
during skirL.'lishes. It had also a political and social importance in 
that large drums were "used . . • for communication among the neigh-
·b' '11 H10 
. or~ne; v~ ag\:;s. It was often tne solo instrument used in the 
ceremonial dances, the player giving directions to the participants 
by the quickness of the beat and the depth or shallowness of the 
sound. 
Drums varied in size. ranging from those small enough to 
carry, to others whioh were as big as a man. Father Clavigero, in 
his History .2! Mexico, describes the Uexican ve:"'tical drum known as 
the huehuetl. 
"It was a cylinder of wood more than three feet high, 
curiously carved and painted on the outside, covered above 
with the skin of a deer. well stretched and dressed, which 
they tightened or slackened occasionally to make the sound 
roore sharp or deep. They struck it only with the fi~!ers, 
but it required infinite dexterity iYl the strikers." 
There was also a horizontal drun, called tenonallii which VIas 
made entirely of wood. It was a hollowed-out cylinder which was closed 
on both ends. The only opening was in the center of the drum, and was 
in the form of an H set lengthwise.. (%) The sound was produced by 
striking one or the other or both of the tone;ues thus formed \vith two 
small mallets, the ends of which were sometimes covered with a soft 
material, probably crude rubber. The sounds produced by these drums 
10 Ibid., 45. 
11 Abbe. D. Francisco Clavigero, The History of Mexico, trans-
lated by William Prichard, Richmond, Virginia, 1806, II, 207. 
r 
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were ot a rather melancholy nature ann could sometimes be heard for 
many miles. The teponaztli were also made in a size small enough to 
be carried suspended from the neck by a throng. 
An unusual gourd water drum or bosipona, used by the Cahita 
Indians is described by Ralph Beals. It was'made by floating a large, 
half-gourd in a vessel of water, the open side down, and beating it 
wi th the fiber-wrapped tip of a stick. "A weird, low but very pene-
trating "chug" was produced.,,12 HoVl pleasing or useful this was to . 
the primitives is not ascertainable. 
The noise-makers fonned the second group of Indian musical in-
strwnents and included, besides the rattles, such things as whistles, 
jingles, raspers, and split-stick clappers. The rattles were usually 
made of gourds, whose seeds became loose when the gourd was dried, 
and produc6d the rattling sound when the gourd was shaken. Some sort 
of handle \'las provided, often a straight piece of wood fastened to 
the gourd with sl)iri t gum or crude rubber. It was not unusual for 
these rattles to be worn suspended from the neck as an actua.l part 
of the dance costume. The whistles were constructed from hollow 
bamboo or from a single reed, and when blown strongly I these whistles 
would make "a whining noise, but without any distinct notes.,,13 
12 Ralph L. Beals, The Aboriginal Culture 2! ~ Cahita Indians, 
University of California, Berkeley, 1943, 32. Hereafter referred to 
as Beals, Culture. 
13 Lionel Wafer, "Description of the Darien Indians, II in A 
Ne..!, Collection of Voyages, Discoveries and Travels, printed for J. Knox, 
London, 1767 I 83. 
10 
The raspers were pieces of wood or bone that had been notched so that 
a rasping sound would be produced whf.n it was scraped with another 
straight piece of wood or bone. The rasper oi hirukia of the CahHa 
Indians was made of mesquite hardwood and was played with one end 
resting in a half-gourd on the ground. The split-stick clapper was 
just what its nrune implies, a straight piece of wood about two feet 
in length, which was split on two sides so that the pieces could be 
made to slap the center piece, but this instrument was not very widely 
used. It became in more civilized times an essential property of 
slap-sticlc comedians or court buffoons. 
Some type of flute was to be found in very tribe, and was 
usually made of bone, reed or clay. The flute of the Quechua nation, 
known as a guena, is called by Charles See gar "the most perfect musi-
cal instrument fashioned in the western world prior to the Conquest."14 
One of these quena is still preserved, and is made from the leg bone 
of the llama, having a V-shaped mouthpiece and a five-tone scale. 
While the drum was the instrument associated with war and festivals, 
it was the flute that was the symbol of love to the Indian. 
There were a few other instruments which were employed by the 
Indians which do not fit into these three groups, and which were 
14 Charles See gar, ed., Music In Latin America, Music Division, 
Pan American Ubion, Washington, D. C., 1945, 4. 
r 
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peculiar to only a few tribes. The Hexicans had a conch.shell trum-
pet, atecocolli, which made a hoarse sound, and the Quechuas had a 
similiar instrument which they called hatllai9uipac. The Indians 
of the Andes region had a primitive pan-pipe, made of varying lengths 
of reed or hollow bamboo tied together with fiber and known as 
antara. Some of these pan-pipes "seem to indicate a seven-note scale 
and a knowledge of semitones.,,15 The natives of Lower California 
also possessed a pan_pipe, but in their case these pipes were not 
intended to be used as the musical accompaniment to singing and 
dancing, but were worn suspended from the necks of the chiefs, and 
were "never used until ••• actually in the thick of a fi ght .,,16 
One of the most unusual musical instruY'lents found. in South 
America, SOr:1e of which are still in actual existence today, was the 
whistling jar or pot called by the Spanish" silbador or whistler.,,17 
This instrument consisted of a hollow figure and an attached open 
receptacle, which were connected with a passage in the lower part of 
the fi gure. When the open receptacle was partly filled with water 
and the whole instrument tipped, the air in th~ figure was forced 
out of a small hole in the top and the whistling sound was produced. 
15 Julian H. Steward, ed., Handbook of South American Inciians, 
Bureau of American Ethnology, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.O. t 
1946, II, 171. 
16 Rufus K. Wyllys, Pioneer Padre: .1',hQ Life £!:ru:l Times .Q.i: 
Eusebio Francisoo Kino!, Southwest Press, Dallas, 1935, 39. 
17 Burt Sachs, The History of !Eusical Instruments, W. w. 
Norton and Co., New Yorl~, 1940, 53. 
r 
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The product was a ~lat tone, with minimuo vibrations and was poor in 
quality. 
We have no knowledge o~ what pleasure the natives may have 
derived ~rom listening to birds but we do know that birds like parrots, 
parakeets, etc., which were essentially noise-makers rather than music 
producers, were the chosen pets. This may help to explain the popu-
larity of the drums and rattles which produced only noise, and the 
lack of any kind of melodic instI'llt.'lent. The Indian was evidentally 
satisfied with this indiscriminate noise, and the ~lute which could 
playa oelody, probably come into being more through accident than 
through any need of the natives for other kinds of musical ex-
pression. 
The styles of Indian music varied from tribe to tribe and from 
nation to nation, being influenced by such things as climate, na,tural 
environment, political ideas and social organization. John A. Crow 
has characterized some of the Indian music as ~ollows: 
If In Bolivia, the Ayma,a has songs which were vigorous, 
incisive, broken with sudden sharrwails which frequently 
le~t those who played and sang in tears. The melodies of 
the Quechuas of the Peruvian sierra were more refined, less 
suddenly rending, more resigned to fate . • • • The Aztecs 
r 
had a music oi' more percussion, of rawer and more oartial 
tono1o frY. It drummed into the ear Vii th a persi stance that 
obliterated the individual •. ,,18 
13 
But the predominant characteristic of all Indian music was melancholy, 
especially in the isolated, mounianeous regions, and each tribe had 
many haravi or 1a'llents • Solemnity of expression was the watchword 
, I 
of the Indian music makers and music receivers. Amedee Frezier was 
one of the many early travellers who made note of this trait, saying 
that the Indian mein "had nothing in it that was gay.,,19 
Indian Songs and Singing20 
Singing .was a fonn of musical expression that was extremely 
popular wi tll the American indigenes, and was extensively used for 
religious ceremonies and festivals as well as for individual amuse-
mente Some of the early European chroniclers found the Indian voices 
to be harsh and offensive, but the Indians "took so much pleasure in 
thet:lse1ves, that on festivals, they continued singing the whole 
day."21 To say that there was any attempt at voice culture would be 
ridiculous. Falsetto notes, screams, howls, and screeches were the 
procution of the na.tive training process. The words" soprano, II 
18 Crow, 317. 
19 Amedee Frezie;, P! Voyage to ~ South Sea and Along lli Coast 
of Chili and Peru in 1llit Years 1.1]d, 1713, and 1714, printed for J. 
Bowyer, London, 1717, 65. 
20 Terms such as "songs," '''singing,'' and "ballads," are here 
used in a very broad sense, as noted previously in the Introduction. 
21 C1avigero, 207. 
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"alto," "tenor," and "bass," cannot be used with respect to Indian 
vocalists. It would seem that the first function of the voice was 
like that of most instruments_-·noise_maldng. Despite our diagnosis, 
however, we must tenn whatever resulted Indian songs. 
There were in general four types of Indian songs. The first 
group included the epic ballads, which often contained the history 
of the nation and which were sung only on the greatest festival days 
by the masters of music. The nest group consisted of the songs 
Vlri tten especially for certain ceremonies, both reli gious and civil, 
and for particular festivals, and was in a constant state of change 
as new songs would be added and older songs dropped from it. The 
third grou~) was mB.de up of the special songs used only with dances 
and the last included the songs of an intimate nature such as love 
songs. Although songs were often perfonned alone, dancing ViaS never 
executed without singing. 
The epic ballads were especially esteemed by the natives, and 
were neve!' set to the accompaniment of the flute, for that instrument 
was the symbol of love while the ballads were "too grave and serious 
h 10 ,.22 to be intermixed wit the softnesses of ve •.•• 
Garcilaso de la Vega tells us that the intimate songs had such 
22 Hague, Busic, 7. 
r 
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definite individual characteristics that a "lover, playine the flute 
to his lady-love, could indicate to her ..• his contentment, or dis-
contentment, favor or disfavor.,,23 
Their manner of singing was usually monodic; that is, they all 
sang to gether a single chant or melody I observi:1g no time or measure. 
Although some evidence has been found that "singing in groups with 
the eoployment of some sort of "?rearranged harmony •• •• 11 24 was 
prac-;;iced in some areas, this custom was not comrnon to very many 
tribes and seems accidental. Some writers have described a respon-
I;i ve type of singing which was practiced in Mexico, wherein two or 
three leaders would sing a verse to which the rest of the group would 
answer. 'rhe songs were made up of two or three verses which would be 
repeated over and over again, the average song lasting about one hour. 
Between songs, there would be a short intel'lude "when they played 
, t" fl t ,,25 u~on ne~r u as . . • • In general, the music began in a low, 
serious tone and the singers sang in a slovl, low voice. As the music 
continued and the. dancing became swifter, the songs becarae lighter or 
fiercer to suit the occasion, and the singing was continued in a higher 
voice. 
23 _ Ibi~., 8. 
24 SloniJJlsky, 54. 
25 Father Alonso de Ovalle, ~ Historical Relation of the King-
dom of Chile, Loi1gruan, Hurst, Ries, Orme, London, 1813, XIV, 117. See 
also Captain Edward Cooke, ~ Voyage !2 1b& South Sea, London, 1712, 72. 
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While the songs used in religious ceremonies and during the 
festivals usually had set and definite words, the songs used during 
the re gular dancing for amusemem, often were exter!lporaneious, the in-
dividual Indian putting to the music any words that might come into 
his mind and thus some of the first travellers often wrote that there 
was no sonse at all to the indigenes' songs. When we consider that 
many times these extemporaneous verses were composed during drinking 
orgies, the observers may well have been correct. Father Jacob 
Baegert, a Jesuit who lived with the California Indians for seven-
teen years, described their singing as "nothing but an inarticulate, 
unmeaning, whispering, murmuring or shouting, which everyone inton-
ates according to his own inclination." 26 
Indian Dances and Dancing 
Dancing was a serious and important part of every act of 
political and religious life, as well as a means of amusement for 
the American natives. And although the Europeans viewed Indian 
sineing as disagreeable, they soon found that the natives had ex-
traordinaFj skill in dancing. 27 
26 Father Jacob Baegert, S.J., ill! Account of the Aborigina;l 
I$a.bi tants of the California Peninsula, Smi thsonian Institute, Wash. 
ington, D.O., 1869,389. Although Father Baegert's residence began 
in 1752, it should be rememeied that the natives with whom he worked 
were still in a primitive state, and that the area was still only a 
frontier mission area. 
27 Abbe Don. J. Ignatius 1:\lolina, The Geo graphical, Natural ~ 
Civil HistoFJ .Q...~ Chile, printed for I. Kiley, t.liddleton, Conn., 1808, 
108. 
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Whenever there was any solenm coomunication between tV10 tribes, 
the representative of the one always approached the agent of the sec-
ond in a formal dance, presenting to him some emblem of peace, as the 
peace pipe, or calumet. If a policy of war was to be followed against 
an enemy nation, it was always announced by a dance, II expressive of 
the resentment which they felt and of the vengeance which they medi-
tated."28 If an individual was sick, a dance by a group of his friends 
VIas deemed the best remedy to restore hin to heclth. Beiore a hunt-
ing or fishing expedition would set out, cerer"onies consisting of 
dances and songs were held in which the gods were Gleed to protect the 
health of the fish or animals, in order that the Indians might have 
a bountiful catch. Some of the more elaborate festival dances de-
picted events from the history of a tribe or perhaps a group might 
reenact an outstanding adventure that had happened to them. Other 
dances were in the form of pantornines which might illustrate the 
hunter or worker in the field going about his work. Dances at high 
revels were of a less forrnal nature. 
The drum was the COQlnon instrument used to mark time for the 
dances, although the natives of Santo Domingo also used rattles filled 
with pebbles, and the Californians used the clapping of hands. 
Their manner of dancing varied from tribe to tribe. Father 
28 WilliBL'1 Robertson, The Riston of America, printed for 
Cadell, Dawes, London, 1812, II, 210. 
Ovalle, describing the dancine of the Chilean Indians, wrote that 
"their manner of dancing is wi th little jumping and a step or two, 
not rising much from the ground; and without any capers such as the 
Spaniards use, ,,29 and Thomas Gage tells us that the dancing of the 
Guater:1alean natives was "merely a kind of walking around .• ,,30 
18 
SOI;le nations always danced in circles, others in straiGht lines; and 
the Darie"n Indians of the isthmus were reputed to have had a df'nce in 
which men E'_nd women danced to gether in couples. 
Love played no part in their religious and festival dances; in 
fact, it was most unusual for men and women to participate in a dance 
together. While the two sexes may have danced the same dance at the 
same tin.e, they \'.;ere always in sepo.rate groups , quite a di stance apart. 
In reality. the rlain occupation of women during these festive dances, 
was to prepare the food for and to feed the male dancers who seldom 
stopped dancing even when eating. Early writers disagree on how much 
liquor was consumed during the dancing, some avovlinf, that great quan-
ti ties were taken in order to h:1p-rove the flavor of the dancing, and 
others denying that the In(1ians danced much after drinking very ha,rd. 
In any case, on those rare occasions when women were allowed to dance 
wi th the men, "the character of the entertainment was still the same 
29 Father Ovalle, 117. 
30 Thomas Gage, p::. New Survey ~ the ~ Indies, printed by A. 
Clark, London, 1677, 348. 
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and no movement or 88sture was cx.)ressive of attachnent or encouraged 
fami1iarit~,."3l This might have been expectec. mnong the great major-
ity of tribes, since at no time was there indications of af:i?ection or 
even respect for womenkind. 
Before the day a;JPointed for the celebration of a great re-
1i gious festival, the professional sinGers cU1d dancers ar.1ong the more 
ndV2.nced of tri1)es liould spend uany days practicing any new sonGs or 
dances that were to be used during the celebration. When the r.lorning 
of the day finally arrived, the ground whereon the dancing was to t,.ike 
place Vias covered with a huge fiber matting. Genorally the dancers 
were painted, decorded and masked. The musicians then appeared and 
took their aiJpointed places, sor~letimes being in the center of the cir-
cle of dancers, and other tines being in a small house on the rim of 
the dance floor, entirely concealed from the dancers. Before the ac-
tual dancing began, several songs \7ould be sung, either by a sT .. mll 
group of the best singers, or in an alternative method between a solo 
leader and the whole chorus. When it VIas time for the dance to bee:in, 
the three or foux' lefcers would blow shrill whistles and then begin 
to play upon the instruments. From the tone of the music which was 
being played, the dancers understood the kind of song and dance to 
31 Robertson, II, 213. 
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be follo\'1ed and they would begin to dance. The dI"'\..lll1rler was the most 
important of the musicians, being the director of the dancing, and 
"wi th this instrument and blows upon it • • • he giveth the dancers 
their • . • changes and signs of the motions of their bodies ••• 
a.nd giveth warning what and when they are to sing.,,32 This has come 
down to us locally in the form of the barn dance and the Masque Ball. 
Clowns dressed in animal skins or in strange costumes, chiefly hideous, 
would inten-ningle with the serious dancers for the amusement of the 
stJectators, and when one set of dancers was exhausted, it would be 
replaced by a fresh set, and the dancing would continue, lasting on 
S01:1e occasions for as long as eight days. 
The Indians had a seemingly endless variety of dances, which 
included those for amusement, war, festival and religious ceremolues. 
There were snake dances, sun dances and spear dances. Father Juan 
Salvatierra found over thirty different types of dances among the 
natives with whom he worked and he wrote that "in none of these had 
he seen anythine suggestive of indecency ,,33 • . . . 
One of the most effective of the Indian dances was the war 
dance which depicted the whole panorama of the conflict, from the 
very declaration of war through the main battles until the final defeat 
32 Gage, 349. 
33 Miguel Venegas, ~ Maria de Salve.tierra, Arthur Clark 
Co., Cleveland, 1929, 189. 
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of the eneny. The dance was performed so realistically that many Zur_ 
opeans who Sa\7 it could hardly believe that it vIas only make-believe. 
The main dance of the Caribbean tribes was called Arei tOB, in 
which b~r t:leans of songs and dances, "they recorded their traditions.,,34 
The favorite dance of' the Darien Indians who inhabited the isthmus 
was the guayacan. In this dance, the participants would gather around 
the camoturo or master of ceremonies, who played the c~, a kind of 
flute made of a piece of' cana-brava. They would dance in a circle 
around him, until at a signal, they would break the circles, the 
couples would come together Ifand revolve rapidly in time with the 
35 
music." 
The Hexican Indians had several distinctive dances, the most 
beautiful being the tocatin or tocantin. This was orit:ina11y a tem-
p1e dance, but it was so outstanding that it was penni tted in the 
Christian churches, and was even danced before the King of Spain af-
tel" the Conquest. They also he.d a Uaypo1e dance, in which different 
colored cords were suspended fro)';.l the top of a pole fifteen or twenty 
feet high, and the steps of the dance were so arranged that the vari-
coloreel cords were woven together. Another one of their dances was 
really a game of reeds set to music, and it was known as colomchi; 
and in a second dance they executed a full skinnish on horseback, 
34 Jacob LI. Coopersmith, "Music and Musicians of the Dominican 
Republic: A Survey," blliJ:;ical ~arterly, G. Schin:1er, New York, ~XXI, 
January, 1945, 72. 
35 Wafer, 323. 
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complete with speD,r-throwing, the spears, in this case, being made of 
a li ght cane, probably cana-brava. en other occasions they would dance 
on ropes high above the ground or on one another's shoulders. 
Indian music did not disappear with the Conquest, but it remained 
as a strong influence upon the Spanish music brought by the conquerors 
and colonists, in time finding an important place not only in seculer 
music, but in the religious music as well. It was the important 
task of the missionaries to direct this deep-rooted tendency of the 
natives to sing, play and dance, and to direct their usuage toward 
civilizing the Indians. But the process of training Indian voices 
in sj.nging and Indian hands to play instruments was to be long and 
arduous. 
Chapter II 
SPANISH BACKGROUNDS 
In the year 711 A. D., the conquerine Moslems added Spain to 
their Uediter:canean empire; that is, all but a very small area in the 
northern part of the Peninsula. This mountaneous region becane the 
stronghold of a small band of Christian Spaniards vlho slowly began 
the reconquest of the country. The reconquest was a slow and dif-
ficult undertaking which lasted for over seven centuries, the final 
step being the capture of the sole remaining Moorish stronr,hold, the 
city of Granada in the year 1':92. Columbus' discovery of the HeVl 
World in that same year, marked the beGinning of the great period of 
Spanish discovery, exploration, conquest and colonization. During 
the fi!'st half of the sixteenth century, Spain reached her flGolden 
Age" in internal political, social, economic and cultural develop-
ment, and she gave the benefits of that growth to Latin America as 
a definite part of her colonial policy. 
Spanish musical pro grass kept ~)ace with her other cultural 
growth, and her predominance in music, which was very evident by 1500, 
23,. 
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lasted for over two centuries, even lonr,er than her political super-
iority in \'7orld affairs. It was the well-developed music of Spain's 
"Golden Age" that was transplanted to the Americas. 
Naturally the continuous occupation of the Peninsula resulted 
in the inevitable intertilinglin[; of Moorish and Spanish culture, and 
tJ:1is is especially true in regard to music. As the Christian Spaniards 
Lloved south~,ard in their reconquest, the influence of the Catholic 
Church, the only stable force that had kept them united thus far, ooved 
v:i th them. Anything :':!oorish was regarded as pagan and was to be sub. 
j ected to su)pression; and this definitely included music. But the 
iioorish music had gained such po~:)Ulatity with the people, that they 
refused to give it up, and !leven after the official sup9ression of 
the 110 zarabic • . . [musiq) in 1076, it persisted in many of the 
Spanish churches." 1 The Spanish officials soon found that it was 
easier to adapt the Moslem music to conform to Christian doctrine, 
than to face the ire of the people by attempting to suppress it al-
to gether. 
The !.!oorish contribution to Spanish musical development was 
active as well as passive. The founder of the Hispano-Arabic school 
of music was a farnour Arab musician n8med ZiF,fab, v;ho lived in Spain 
1 Gilbert Chase, The \lusic of Spain, W. F:. Norto n and Co., 
New York, 1941, 23. EereaftEir refer1~ed to as Chase, S-oain. 
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about the middle of the ninth century. The !,:oors also had several 
excellent musical theorists, the most famous of whom was Al-Farabi, who 
lived from 872 A:D. until 950 A.D. During the thirteenth century, his 
works were translated into Latin, and his influence was thus spread 
all through western Europe. 
Music was ver-J important in medieval Spain, especially as an 
important part of all reli gious ceremonies. It had also a prominent 
place in secular festivities such as wedding, coronations and offi-
cial civil cerer;}onies. While most of the music itself has been lost, 
old documents which are still preserved, contain many refe:'ences 
which ?rove its actual existence; and old illustrations show the 
types of musical instrur.lents then in use, such as harps, viols and 
cimbals. 
Secular music was not given official patronage or encourage-
ment in Spain during the LUddle Ages, and depended upon the traveling 
or itinerant musician for its growth. In general, the ter.m juglar 
included" all those VIho earned a livlihood oy entertaining in public, 
whether with music or poetry, or with mummery and tumbling ... 2 In 
1275, a ro:ral declaration defined the different classes of juglars, 
limiting the term to those who played musical instruments. '1'hose 
2 Ibid., 34. 
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entertainers who used pantomine and mimicry were given the nrune of 
remedadores, the traveling minstrels who went from court to court 
were called segrieres, and the street perforrners who usually had 
little skill or talent were named cazurros. There was also a special 
class of juglar who II specialized in reei ting or singing the cantares 
.Q& gesta, the epic poems narrating heroic deeds and frunous events, ,,3 
and these were esteemed above all others. All except the segriere 
or troubadour, were interpretative artists, that one being primarily 
a composer, although he might sing his own compositions. While the 
maj ori ty of these musicians were itinerants, others were Su;)ported 
by wealthy patrons, who clothed them in rich livery and kept thel:l at 
their estates. Foreign juglars were verJ numerous in Spain, over 
six hundred being present in the provinces of Aragon and Catalonia 
during the fourteenth century. 
It is interesting to note that women played an important part 
in the musical growth of Spain during the Middle Ages. The iup;lar 
had a feminine counterpart in the juglaresa or juglara, "who sang, 
played and danced for the entertairunent of kings and nobles, and also 
4 
on a lower scale for the amusernent of the populace." They parti-
cipated in the religious and public ceremonies as well. A description 
a Ibid., 35. 
4 Ibid., 33. 
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of the coronation of Alfonse VIII o~ Castile, which took place in 
the twelfth century, tells us that in the midst of the celebration 
rth d t " 5 of the r!ass, WOl:;len trained in singing came fo an sanr, a can ~ga. 
Eedieval illustr21tions often show Vlomen playing the various musical 
instruments. 
The Renaissance acted as a strong impetus to the develop~ent 
of Spanish music, and the exchanGe of musical ideas between that coun-
try and Italy VIas extensive. l.1usical composers were encouraged by 
royal and aristocratic patronage, and the itinerant musician brouf:ht 
music to the lowest classes of the people. The Spanish peasantry 
had a deep, '"innate love for music and did all of their work singing. 
'l'heir fondness for dancing was a.s deel)-rooted, a.nd it was the custon: 
on fete days after the great religious festi vi ties were over, for 
the people to asser:lble and "dance all sorts of provincial dances pecu-
liar to the different sections of the country.,,6 The aristocracy 
also liked dancing, although it was necessarily more fonnalized. 
The z8.pateado, zorzico, malaguena, seguidilla, fandan2'o, contra. danza, 
and the minuet were all danced in the various courts, the last three 
beir.g the most popular. 
5 Ibid., 3~. (From Coronacion de Reyes Z Cerenonios gue ~ 
ella. .£:£. guarden, Ramon, Bishop of Osma. "Vengan doncellas que sepan 
bien cantar, et canten una cantiga.") 
6 Bary Neal Hamilton, Music in Ei ghteenth-Century Snain, 
University of Illinois, Urbana, 1937, 14. 
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Spanish ballads reached their highest point of development at 
this time. The:{ were known as rOl~lances, and they were usually of the 
heroic type, exploiting the deeds of an individual or grOUD. They 
had developed during the Middle Ages and had becoDe very popular with 
all classes of society. They were, in fact, so much sung and recited 
by the people, that "more than one Spanish writer speaks of theD dis-
paragingly •••• ,,7 and refused to quote them because of their com-
monness. These romances were; often broken up and parts of theu used 
in local cor.1positions, and thus they becane the nucleii for the re-
gional folk-song which was born during' the sixteenth-century. It 
was also the usual custom for dramatists to use either the ballads 
themselves, or lithe ballad-verse form ::or lyrical and drrum:ttic pur-
poses ,,8 . . . . 
The reli gious dr8L18.s of the Middle Ages became the Spanish 
autos of the sixteenth-century, and a new element, music, was added 
to them. The autos were in general of two types, the first "treating 
of subj ects taken from the Old Testament, and the second centering 
(', 
around the life of Christ."~' Much.time and skill was devoted to re-
ligious music, both for these autos and for the various church ser-
vices. Spanish composers, such as Toma: Luis de Victoria, ranked with 
7 Hague, r.~usic, 21. 
8 J. B. Trend, The Civilization of Spain, Oxford Univerisity 
Press, London, 1944, 115. 
9 Chase, Spain, 271. 
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the uest of the European compo sers, such as the Italian Palestrina. 
The secular theatre in Spain, was a product of the Renais-
sance, and united music and drruna to a much greater degree than did 
the autos. The secular theatre also exploited the national dance and 
folk tunes, as both popular and aristocratic dances and songs were 
used, not only in an incidental sense, but often as an integral part 
of the plot itself. 
Musical Instruments 
~he organ made its appearance in Spain during the Hiddle Ages, 
and the arts of both organ playing and building developed rapidly 
during the fourteenth century. By 1550, Spain II could boast of organs 
and organists that could rival, if not excel, the best of Europe, ,,10 
the most famous of these 8,.>anish artists being the blind Antonio de 
;-Cabezon, who became organist to the Emperor Charles V in 1528, when 
he VIEtS only eighteen years of age. The magnificient organs which 
were constructed at this time, were intended priL"larily for the churches 
and cathedrals. Harps, strinr;s, clarinets, flutes and sackbuts ap-
pear as "accompanying instruments ••• in the churches at about this 
time." ll 
10 Ibid., 64. 
11 Pal Kileman, IIChurch O~ans in Colonial Uexico," Pan 
American Bulletin, Pan American Union, Washington, D.O., LXXVI, 
Earch, 1942, 124. 
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The lute, which was brought to Spain by the Moslems, enj oyed 
only a short popularity and vias soon discarded by the Spaniards in 
favor of the vihuela or guitar, whose origin has been traced to the 
old Roman cithera. There was no standard model for the vihuelacat 
this time, the nur£lber of strings, method and manner of playing, all 
being a mat"ter of individual taste. 'rhere were three main t:rpes of 
vihuelas, having anU\vhere from four to seven strings. One t~rpe 
known as the vihuela .9&~, was played with the hand; the vihuela 
~ ~ was played with a bow; and the third type, the vihuela.9& 
pendola employed a pick or plectrum. The manner of playing also 
varied. The populace were usually content with a mere strumming mo-
tion, considering the guitar solely as an accompaniment to their 
singing and dancing. But the upper classes, who were more concerned 
wi th technique and with playing the music that had been especially 
composed fo!" the instrur:lent. preferred to pluck the strings • either 
wi th the fingers or ;7i th a pick. 
But no matter what the instrur.1ent looked like, or how it was 
played, the Spanish were intensely loyal to the guitar which had lit-
tle if any artistic importance outside the boundaries of their country. 
the lute being the common instrument of western Europe. Gilbert 
Chase thinks that the Spanie,rdG chose the guitar over tLe lute, be-
r 
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cause they had a subconscious dislike for the latter instruL'lEmt "wbiich 
had been introduced by the Hoslems, and which therefore, symbolized 
a hated subjugation • .,12 But whatever the reason, the ~1uela be-
carne the national instrument of Spain, used in both urban and rural 
areas, for accompanyine singin~ and dancing, for concert and salon, 
and even in the theatre where it was often the solo instrument. Var-
ious other instruments" of wood and metal were also used, as well as 
dif:Eerellt members of the viol family, both plucked and bowed.,,13 
These were the instrurlents that were eventually takei1 to America •. 
The continuous occur:a tion of S;:)ain by the Moors gave Spanish 
music a definite oriental flavor. This was very noticeable, in the 
southern provinces, especially in Andalusia which experienced the 
loneest period of occupation. The word "Andalusia" is itself of 
Arabic origin, being derived from the words lQ.-Andalus or "Land of 
the Vandals" the name given to Spain by the l.'100rs upon their arrival 
there in the eighth century. Oriental influence \'las also spre£!.d by 
the "Arab musicians and music teachers who were to be found in most 
of the southern towns, ,,14 whose main contacts were directly with the 
people. Since the majority of the conquerors and early colonists 
12 Chase, Snain, 53. 
13 Hague, Music, 21. 
14 Eleanor Hague, SnanLsh American Folk Songs, American Folk:-
lore Society, Hew York, 191'7, 11. Hereafter referl~ed to as Hague, 
Folksongs. 
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came from southern Spain, it was the oriental-flavored music of this 
area which exerted the most influence u::)on the Indian music of the 
NeVI World. 
Several musical customs of the Moors were adopted by the Span-
iards and consequently found their way to Latin America. The one 
that is most common to all parts of Spanish America, is the "custom 
of e.ccompanying the dancers by the clapping of the spectators so tha;t 
all shared in the diversion."lB This characteristic grew through the 
years until frequentl:r not only clapping of hands ,[mt the pounding 
of feet and the shouting of conventional words and phrases such as 
Ole 1 also accor,1panied the dancers. 
'Nhen the Spanie.rd came to America, he aimed at a double con-
quest, desiring not only the possession of the land with its material 
resources, but, more ir:lportantly, the reli gious conversion of the 
very soul of all the iru1abitants. In order to achieve this two-fold 
aim, he brought with hir.1 all that he possessed including his culture; 
and the coraplete transfer of his culture, and of t.1usic as an integral 
:)art of that culture, was a definite part of Spanish government colo-
nial policy. The Spaniard.7as not long in discovering that the music 
that he had brought with',him was one of the l::lost effective l::leans of 
15 Humberto Allende, "Chilean Folk Busic," Pan Americc .... n 
Bulletin, Pan !American Union, Washingto n, D. '~., LXV, September, 
1931, 922. 
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pacifyin~, civilizing and Christianizing the Indians of Latin America 
that he had in his possession, and he wasted no time in utilizing it 
to the fullest degree. 
Chapter III 
THE BIRT"rl OF HISPANIC*Ai,iE::nCAN LiUSIC 
W'nen the first Spanish music was heard in the Americas, or who 
perforued it is not definitely known, but it is fairly safe to assume 
that Columbus must have had a few ~ilusicians, amateur though they vlere, 
8-i"110ng the members of his crews. It is easy to picture a group of 
sailors, when day was done and the ships were riding quietly at an-
chor in some strange, new American harbor, gathe1'ed around a vihuela-
player on the ship I s deck, softly singing the ballR!1s and folk-songs 
of their homeland, Spain. Perhaps their melodies were wafted on the 
evening cdr to the small bands of curious, watching Indians on shore 
who, having been used to only their prinitive music and instruments, 
marveled at these alien sounds and curious guitar. 
tVe do know, however, that the first Viass sung in the Americas, 
was celebrated on the island of Hispaniola "by Padre Boil, aided by 
an improvised f.spanis~ choir, at La Isabela on January 6, 1494, III 
and we can be fairly certain that this was the first religious music 
to be heard in the new World. 
Colur:lbus himself set the precedent for the policy of using 
1 Coopersmith, 77. 
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Liusic as a means of conquest, but unlike his successors, his attempts 
were not notably successful. In August, 1498, during his third voy-
age while his ships were at temporary anchor off the island of Triti -
dad, the A&niral noticed some stranze Indians on shore. He im~edi-
ately ordered all sorts of gifts and presents to be placed upon the 
deck and on top of tile rail so that they could be seen by the Indians, 
hoping in this way to entice a few' of then on board his ship. But for 
some unknown reason, this act which had been eminently successful pre-
viously, failed; the r.l.ajority of the Indians rer...1ained on shore, and 
the few that did come out in canoes would not approach near to the 
ship. In a final effort to gain their confidence, Columbus ordered 
some young sailors t9 dance lion the poop to the music of a pipe and 
tabor.".2 The Indian response was quite different from that which had 
been expected, for their applause came in the fonn of arrows and shout_ 
ing, and their aim VIe,s so good that the Spaniards were forced to hoi st 
anchor and to move to a safer location. 
The Indian rea ction VIas not strange. The savage natives, hav-
ing been accustomed only to their noise, could not be expected to be 
attracted b;r the music produced by the Admiral's sailors. It would 
l::e r:lany years before they acquired a taste for European Dusic. 
2 Robert Kerr and F. A. Eden, !:. General History and Collection 
Q.f Voyages and Travels, ~7illiam Blac1mo o,d, Edinburgh, 1824, III, 153. 
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Spanish colonization began on the island of Hispaniola and soon 
spread to Puerto Rico, Cuba and Jar.laica; thence to the isthmus ane: fin-
ally tc the mainland of both North and South America. VIusic was evi_ 
dentally considered iLlportant for keeping up the morale of the first 
Spanish colonists, for musicians were ah:ays included in the various 
groups of colonists. Two of the best known of these early musicians 
were Alonzo de Ojeda and Di~gO de Nicuesa, famed as entertainers. 
Spain 0180 hired professional instrumentalists and teachers, 
and transported them to the colonies at governriient expense. The 
first recorded contract between the Spanish government and profes. 
sional musicians was signed at Seville on February 28, 1509, and 
involved "three tru,npeters--Sebastian Xime(nez, Fernando Paz and Diego 
Hartis, all residents of Palma (Majorca).u3 There is also an old 
document, dated 1512, "which speaks of musicians who were brought 
from Spain ••• to Cuba to 'make gayiety for the populace' 114 
L~usic followed the conquerors, notably Corte'. who took five 
musicians \'lith him on his expedition to !.!exico in 1519. It Vlas the 
custom of the Spaniards to hold a celebration after each one of their 
great victories. Such a festivity is recorded by Di£z del Castillo, 
I 
as having taken place in Coyocan about 1521, at which tithe soldiers 
-----------. 
3 Coopersmith, 78. 
4 Hague, Folkson~, 11. 
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danced in their armor with the few ladies who were present; . . . . 
and doubtless the music was provided for the dancing by the above-!."len-
tioned ;:lusicians. But this music was intended primarily for amusement 
and recreation, and was not used by Corte1 as an aid to his conquest. 
It was the first missionaries who landed at Vera Cruz in 1523 who per-
ceived the natural inclination of the natives for music, and who, 
realizing that it was one of the most direct and effective means of 
overcoming tne Indian resistance, began to employ it in their con-
verting process. 
Brother Pedro de Gante, a Franciscan friar who was aaonE;' the 
original group of twelve Franciscans who disembarked in Mexico in 
1523, was the first to realize the potentialities of music, and he 
made it an important part of his curriculum when he founded the first 
European school in Liexico. He ~ erplici tly says that he took advantage 
of the singing and dancing which also accompanied • . . Indian sacri-
fices, and that he hir:lself com:::>osed songs regarding the law of God 
and the faith." 6 His example was quickly iollowed by his fellow mis-
sionaries who, once they had mastered the native languages, began to 
set the important parts of Christian doctrine to music. The Indian 
custom of associating. song and dance wi tn religion made their task 
. " tHai del- Castillo, 197. 
6 Braden, 173. 
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infinitely easier. mlile it is not definitely known that these early 
preachers composed the music as well as the words to these songs, it 
is fairly certain that they would not have wished to keep alive the 
pagan religions through the extensive use of the ~usic so close as-
sociated with them, and whenever possible, the friars doubtless com-
posed their own tunes. The music so cOI11:)osed was probaoly based on 
Indian motets, for in this early 'period of mission work Euro?3 an 
Dusie was not popular with the indigenes. The Indians of course, were 
not able to read music, and since this ability could not be developed 
easily by the ac.ults, they learned these new hy:nns by ear and committed 
them to mer:lOry. Later on colors were used to indicate notes, the In-
dians Singing a certain note when the friar held up the color which 
represented it. 
The Spanish government did not hesi tate. to sup:)ort the re-
ligious in this policy of using music as a means of conquest, and 
soon royal laws were passed >rhieh I)rovided that the Indians were to 
be taught music in addition to reaciing, writing arithoetic, Spanish 
manners and customs. In reply to missiona~! petitions in 1540, Charles 
V wrote to the :provincial of the Fra.nciscan order in gexico City, ask-
ing him to send out singers and musicians to those friars who asked 
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for them "bec<luse with music, they will be able to attract the Indians 
• more quickly to a knowledge of Our Holy Faith.,,7 In 1573 a 
royal decree was passed directing the goverru;.aent officials in t;exico 
Oi ty to use singers and instrumentalists" for the purpose of 'soothing, 
pacifying and influencing' the Indians who were indisposed to accept 
peaceably Catholicism and the Spanish rule.1I8 This manner of teach-
ing Catholicism was very popular with the people. They Vlcregathered 
into large groups :;mown as patios and taught for three or four hours 
at a time. They were so enthusiastic that they chanted the prayers 
and h~.t1ns thus learned.by day and night. These patios were organ-
ized not only to instruct the natives in religion, but also as an 
effort to wean them away from their pagan music. 
As the missionary ,'fork began to develop away from the larger 
Indian centers, such as Hexico City, the friars found music became 
more and more effective. It is told hoVi the first missionaries, 
floating down the various rivers in their small canoes, in order to 
amuse themselves and to lessen their fatigue, began to play on the 
flute and to sinR hYl~ms, when to their amazel:1ent, hordes of savage In-
dians crowded upon the banks of the rivers. Where once the natives 
7 E. l,:endoza, Collecci6n de Documentos Dara 1~ Ristori!'!.; de 
~~co_, Liexico City, 1871, 333. 
B .. Lota U. Spell, "Music Teaching in lJew Mexico in the Seven-
teenth Centur-.:r," New I,lexico Historical Review, i:iante Fe, II, January, 
1927, 4. Hereafter referred to as Spell, "Teaching." 
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had been invisible, they noV! follovled the cances on foot for miles, 
seef:lingl:r fascinated b:r the music of tile padres. The missio naries 
thus discovered that music was t he one al)proach that was always suc-
cessful. 9 
When a new mission or reductio!,l was to be started, it was the 
custom for two or three priests to go to sotte clearing in the woods 
and to begin singing their religious songs, usually acconpanied by a 
flute. Invariably they would soon be surrounded by a la.rgo group of 
Indians to vihon they would then be£:in teaching the truths of the Cath-
clic reli ~ion, in this way "preparing the way for founding a new Re-
duction. 1110 ~1hen enough natives had teen converted, a new mission 
would be established. Necessary buLi.ding were constructed, fields 
were cleared and planted, and the padres bef;an to instruct the natives 
in all kinds of arts. The most attention was given to music because 
it played such an im20rtant part in the ritual of the Catholic Church. 
Schools of music were founded, choirs were trained to participate in 
the religious services, and musical instrwnents were copied. '1'he 
trained, Christianized natives would be sent out to attract new con-
verts. The music of the missions had a telling effect upon the pagan 
indigenes who often came to the reductions out of curiousity, and it 
/ 
9 Oscar R. Beltran, Los Origenes del Teatro Argentino, Edi-
torial Sprena Argentine., Bueno s Aires, 1941, 16. 
10 Ludovico Anto.nio ;\;uratori, Ii Relation of the Missions of 
Paraguay, J. r,1annaduke, London, 1759, 88. S.ee also Father Charlevoix, 
The History of Paraguax., Lockyer, Davis, London, 1769, I, 264. 
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"inclined them most to fix their abode there. tlll 
Uission hlM 
The average day in the mission began in the early hours of the 
dawn, when the ringing of the Aneelus called the boys and girls to 
church to learn and to recite the catechism. 1I~7hen the lesson was 
finished, hyr:ms to Our Lady and the saints, translated by the priests 
ann set to various tunes • • • filled in the time until their elders 
assembled for Mass.,,12 Before setting out for the fields, songs call-
ed alboradas would be sung just outside the church. The workers were 
then gathered into a grou9 to the seund of rausic, and singing hymns, 
they marched behind a band of musicians to their stations in the fields. 
Alon~ the various paths at definite intervals, shrines to different 
saints had been constructed, and "before each 0: them they prayed, 
a.nd between each shrine sCln~ hynns.,f13 After the Indians had reached 
the fields, the padre and nusicians returned to the mission proper, 
and the natives began VIorkine. At noon there VIaS a two -hour rest per-
iod duri!1g which more hymns were sung, and when at last the da:·' s la-
bor \'!as over, the padre and musici~ms appea.red once more, and the 
workers marched back to the mission singing. In the ec!.rly evenine, 
11 Ibid., 90. 
12 Sister !.lary Stanislaus Van Well, O. S.B., Educational As-
Eects of the Llissions in the Southwest, t:arquette Uni versi ty Press. 
t:ilwaukee, 1942, 188. 
13 Robert D. Cunninghame-Grahar:l, 1::. Vanished Arcadia: The Jesuits 
in Paraguay, 1607-lli1., William Heinenmn, London, 1901, 178. 
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the Rosar:y- was chanted in the church, and the rer.Jainder of the time 
was devoted to all kinds of amUSet:18nts, including music and dancing, 
the rIlission day closing with the tolling of the Angelus. On Satur_ 
days and Sundays, a special att'Clr:lpt was made to inspire the converts 
"b:{ music and hymns, by theatrical performances and dances." 14 
The inclusion of instruction in both vocal end instrumental 
music in the curriculum of Brother de Gante I s school L18rked the be-
ginnin~; of music education in the New 'fiforld. As soon as. their train-
ing ViaS considered adequate, the Christianized Indians were sent out 
to the missions from de Gante1s school to aid the missionaries in 
their work. It was not long before each church had a choir and an 
orchestra, sometimes as la,rge as thirty or fort. members, who par_ 
ticipated in the reli gious services. Father Cajitan Cattaneo, a 
Jesuit who vlorked in the Paraguayan reductions, wrote to his brother 
in Europe in 1630, and asked him to send various reli gious music "with 
all the parts, the whole well copied as to the notes and words and 
com~)osedb.r the best masters in Italy; as also twelve or fifteen con-
cortos of Signor Alberti of Bologna, ••• which are so much esteemed, 
. . . and which are not too difficult for our performers." 15 Father 
Anton Sepp, who also worked in the same mission area in the latter 
14 Jose?h Schnidlin, D .D., Cath91ic Mis§..ion lli:.§..toa, Mission 
Press, Techny, 1933, 395. 
15 FatherCajitanCattaneo, S • .J., "Letters," inL:uratori, 89. 
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part of' the seventeenth century, s(mght musical works from his Euro-
pean friends, alJ:1ost begging for all kinds of religious works. Be-
sides the rell gious works in the native tone-ues, there were hymns and 
psalms in Latin, and the Catechism was arranged for choral sinGing 
with questions and answers. The vlork in music Vias considered to be so 
im?ortant, that the Indian choral singer had no other occupation than 
to practice his music. To be a chanter was looked upon as a most 
sin~lar honor, and those who became such, were afterwards "esteemed 
the Bost knowinG' in the nation • • • " 16 .
Some fOl"L.l of organized recreation had to be provided by the 
r:1issions, in which the Indians could participate, not only to occupy 
their free time in the evenings, but also .to replace their numerous 
pagan festivals. Thus the major religious feast days were made T.1uch 
of with sj?ecial cerer.lonies, sometines lasting for eight days. Danc-
ing, sinGing and some kind of a theatrical production were the usual 
elements in these celebrations. There is even a record of an "opera 
called 'Santiago' which had special costumes and properties to 
put it on the stage."17 
The feast was usually proclaimed on the eve of the day itself, 
by the ringing o:f Dells, the sound of trumpets and the beating of 
16 Father Anthony Sepp von Reinegg, flAn Account of a Voyage 
From Spain to Paraguaria . • . .," in J oh:1 Churchill and Awnshawn, A 
Coliectiog of Voyages and l'r~~, printed for Awnshawn and Churchill, 
London, 1704, IV, 659. 
17 Cunninf',hame-Graham, 18'7. 
dru:rJ.s. 'J:he festivities on the feast day began with the celebration 
of a Solemn ::ass with full orchestra and choir. followed. by a proces-
sion in which all took part with ::msic and singing. The afternoon and 
evening would be devoted to difforent !;lorts of entertainment, soue-
tines "a concert of select airs from the Italian masters, so:"netimes a 
variety of dances." 18 I~hile the v:O[:1en never danced, the !:l,en and boys 
often had a s~)ecial dance which may have represented the conflict be-
tween the tIoors and. the Christians, or the histoFj of their ancestors. 
The latter type of dance was discouraged, Spanish dances oeing empha-
sized in order to make the Indians forget their pagan past, but it 
was almost impossible for the padres to prevent some traces of that 
pagan past from creeping into t'ne native perforuances. These festi-
vals were the only time when ceremonial dancing and singing were al-
lowed, being forbidden for Indian weddings, births and funerals. 
The visit of some prele.te or royal -,)ersonage, or even of any 
ordinary traveller, was a cause for diversion in the mission. The 
new arl~i val would be met a few miles from the oission by a group of 
flutists who would pipe him on his way. Often he would oe greeted by 
a grand ':'e Deuin upon his approach to the l':1ission gates, and he Vlould 
be entertained with music and~ dancing during his stay at the mission 
itself. 
18 Marion lL Euhall, EXDlorers in the H~ World Before and 
!liter Colwnbus.§:llii the StOry of.1h.§. Jesuit lIissions in tarap;ua;r, 
LongL'lans, Green and Co., 1909, London, 290. 
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At the outset when the lac~= of a comraon lanzuage was the chicf 
difficulty encountn-,'ed by the wissio nary, pantomine and mirl1icry were 
used to offset this b2errier to understanding. The Si)anish ~ was 
adapted to fill the needs of the Indian, an easy thing to do since 
the natives had had many temple cer(~ll1onies in which dra.":latic repre-
sentations had played a major part. The first one of these aui&.§. to 
be presented in the Americas, vIas enacted in ~:exico Cit~, in 1532, and 
depicted the fall of Adam and Eve from the Garden of Par8dise •. Later 
autos used subjects from the Scriptures and tJ.~e conflict- betv:een the 
Moslems and the Christians for their plots, and the more talented In-
dians were allovled to write the texts for ther.:l. 
T:'le Indians possessed an aDazing innate talent for the Euro-
pean tJpe of ];lusic which was taught to tl;.en, and Europeans were always 
astonished at the fine per:i:ornances which they vii tnessed. A descrip-
tion of a visit of the Bishop of the Assumption to a ~duction in 
U ret [,'Uay , tells us that the Prelate, hearing the performance of one of 
the Indian children on the violincello, was "struc~{ with aclmiration, 
and • • • ordered the choir to stop and the child to come nearer and 
playa sonata by himself." 19 
Native a~)ili ty did not stop at mere ir:ai tation, however, but 
19 tluratori, 90. 
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the natives soon began to "compose ChristJ:1as carols in the fOrLl of 
four-voiced fi gured chants, also lilasses and other works whioh showed 
their possession of undoubted inventive ability."20 Only a few yeal~s 
after trle Spaniards reached Lexico, a T1ascaltan Indian cOJ'!\posed an 
ori ;:;-ina1 I,lass which corapared favorably with those of European COl"";pO-
si tion. Their aoili ty was not confined to singing and dancing, but 
they were also known "to make, on bare inspection, the nost intricate 
organs . . •• ,,21 and all kinds of European musical instruments. 
One of the uost successful conversions made through the use of 
l;1Usic, occured in Guatemala during the first half ot the sixteenth 
century. In that mission area, the Dominican fathers Bartolor.:l6 de 
Las Oasas, Rodrigo de Lodrada, Pedro de Angulo and Luis Cancer had 
been making excellent progress in their missionary endeavors. How-
eVJer, there VIas one tribe, the inhabitants of Tuzulutlan, who had 
resisted all their efforts at conversion, until Father de Las Casas 
decided to er;ploy l:msic. The priests, all of whol::! knew the native 
languages well, set about conposing verses in the Tuzulutlan tongue, 
in which they explained the Christian doctrine. These verses they 
then set to Dusie, and they taught then1 to four Ohristianized native 
traders who had free intercourse with tl:e Tuzulutlans. At tl:e end of 
20 Spell, "Teaching," 377. 
21 Charlevoix, I, 262. 
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their journey, t he traders were well received by the cacique of the 
pueblo of Casapulas, who was a most influential L18n in the tribe. In 
the evening, when the day's trading was over, the trader", asked the 
use of SOlCle of the native musical instruments, and then, tinkling the 
cabelas or Spanish bells which the padres had given them, they began 
to sing::he Christian chants. The 'l'uzulutlans kept theLl for several 
days, waking them repeat the verses over and OVer and inquiring their 
meaning. When the traders insisted that only the padres could ex-
plain the verses. the cacique sent theill back accoI:lpanied by his younger 
brother, who was well received by Father de Las Casas and the other 
priests. After several discussions with the padres, "he returned to 
his country well pleased, \"1i th Fra:' Luis Cancer who successfully com-
menced the conversion of the people.,,22 
Another missionary who was especially successful in his use of 
music for teaching and conversion, was l"ather Juan Maria de Salva-
tierra, who woril:ed in the Sinaloa missions of Hew Spain and in Lower 
California. VeneGas tells us that Father Salvatierra would teach tile 
songs that he had cOlClposed regarding the Catholic faith to the child-
ren, and the children would in turn ,o;ing them to their parents in 
their ovm hor.Jes. Interested in the relie-ion because of these melo-
dies, "the parents came to learn about these S8I:1e mysteries • .,23 In 
22 Hague, I:lusic, 25. 
23 Venegas, 188. 
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order to keep the prayers fror:1 'o,ocouil1f; dull and 'ourdensor.le, especially 
as the ariults were somewhat slow in learning then, Father Salvatierra 
set them to music. The Pater Hoster Vias sung in one loud, unvaF.fing 
tone without inflection except at the end of a sentence, while the 
Ave Haria VIas sung to a simple S~)anish uelod.y .3e::ore long tlle latter 
hyilln "becawe nost popular, being heard in the hoc.es, at work, at play, 
on the march, in church and during processions. fl24 
In the Quito mission, the Franciscan brother Jodocus Tycke be-
gan using music in 1534, and in Chile, the padres Luis de Valdivia 
and Hernando de Aguilerra are credited with having /I introduced the 
custom of teaching the doctrine with music in 1591.,,25 
As tine went OIl, the Church found that the Indians still clung 
to the native sones and dances that Vlere so closely united to their 
pagan religions. In the very beginning, because they could not do 
other.vise, the priests permitted those of the Indian ceremonial ri t-
uals which did not conflict with Christian doctrine to be continued. 
but at the SCU::1e tir;1e they undertoo}: to "reduce their instincts into 
what to ••. [the friars] Vlere proper channels, by elilphasizing 
Church ritual ,,26 'iJhen this toleration polie;>, failed to 
(~h';lc. ,
24 Sister i::ary Stanislaus Van ',~'ell, 94. 
25 Eugenio Pereira-Salas, LQ.§. Origen~ de,1 Arte t:!u~t..ctal ~ 
Valenzuila, Easterria y Cia, Santia~o, 1941, 21. 
26 Conflict Indians and 
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accoL)lish as much as the Church felt ought to be accoI::l:Jlisl1ed toward 
the cor:lplete destruction of the old, pagan religions, church author-
i ties found it necessary to exercise a much clo ser supervision over 
any per:iort.1.ances of these songs or dances. In 1539 a church ,.1.eeting 
in t:exico laid down several rules regarding native ceremonies. 
"We oreler," they said in part," that when the~' dance 
they r:1ust not use anything which will ccuse suspicion. 
They Sl1all not sing an~l 80n[;S which have not been first 
examined by the priest, who t::lust endeavor to prevent 
anythin~ apart trol1l the Christian doctrine. They must 
not dance before daybreak, nor before High Lass, but only 
after Hours until Vespers, and when Vespers ring, they 
must attend, leaving off dandni',.,,27 
In 1555 the Provincial Council of Mexico forbade the singing of the 
n8tive epic ballads, because the Indians "changed the songs into 
faoles in whic'!:l they made allusion to their capti vi ty and to the O?-
28 pression of the conquerors. If 
The individual missionaries did not always agree with this 
strict policy of the Church in reg,rd to these ballads and dances. 
I Father Jose de Acosta, who wrote about the Chilean Indians, said in 
1590 that he had seen some of the Chilean dances, notably the mitote, 
and" in :{lY opinion it was a eoode thing to busie the Indians upon 
festivall dayes, seeing they have neede of SOlD.e recreation.,,29 On 
/' 
the other hand in I:lexico, Father Sa.'1.agun was lamentine the loss of 
27 Br-a.den, 174. 
28 Raul A. Buccino ancl Luis Benvenuto, La I'iiusica En Ibero-
8..J:1eric~, Ferrari Hno s, Buenos Aires, 1939, 86. 
, 
29 Father Jose de Acosta, The Natl,!.J;:al and t.loral History of 
the Indies, Hakl-J.yt Society, London, 1880, II, /,4-7. 
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confidence in the padres by the Indians, and was disa~))ointed tl1at 
"noVi they sing and dance and make their holidays when and whe::e th~y 
please, and they sing the old chants that they had in the time of 
idolatry • • • .,,30 
By the beginning of the seventeenth century , it was found ne-
cessar:{ to adopt vcrJ stringent measures. The n,:;.tive priests were 
arrested and rer:lOved fror!1 their tribes; all temple sites and idols 
\'lere to be destroyed; and in the churches "local inforr;lers were en-
courased with the profJise of absolution for their past partici:;.:>ation." 3 
It was deer""ed necessary to rlestroy all native musical instruments. 
In Peru the Jesuit Jj'ather ArriaGa reported that he had personally de-
stro~red over six nundred lar~e and three thJusand suall drums and 
flutes, in that country. In 1614, the Archbisho? of Lima "ordered 
the confiscation and destruction of all Indian musical instruments 
l • ~ .. 32 in his o~snopr~c, If and a punishment of three hundred lashes in the 
public square \'las administered to those found wi til such instrul':1ents 
in their possession. 
}'urt:ler instruction concerlung I ndian ceremonials forbade the 
uni tinE; of singing and dancing; but all the rules and actual do-
struction of religious s;,mbols failed to ac(~omplish their ::Jun)ose, 
for the natural elements Itmch as mountains, strea.ms, rain 6.nd sun, 
30 Hague, r.:usic, 8 • 
. 31 Steward, 400. 
32 SloniL1s~::', 47. 
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upon \v~lich ):1any of trw pagan religions hudoeen founded, were inde-
dructnble. As late as 1646, 3rchepisco)al officials were being sent 
out in search of idolaters, and were writing back reports telling of 
the continued execution of the forbidden rituals. It had becor:r.e such 
a serious problem, that one of the T!lO st iJ:lportant chari:es &.cainst 
Bernardo Lopez de : ,endizalla.l, the governor of New ~exico who was ir:l-
peached in 1660, was that "instead of supporting the friars in their 
caupcign against Indian ceremonial dances, he had authori7.ed the })ub-
lic perforr.1ance of these paga.n cerel":'lonies in all of the pueblos.,,33 
But in 1660, the adoption of a theory which held a distinc-
tion between idolatry and superstitution enaoled the clergy to again 
have a tolerant attitude toward these rituals. It :nas been explained 
as folioVls: 
"Trle distinction turned upon the question of whether 
the subj ect apprehended divinit Ji ir. the obj ects of his 
wor!"mp. If, in the view of the clergy, the Indians prcc-
ticed huaca worship without attributing; any divine essence 
to the huacas, they were the victims only of superstitution." 34 
The conditions under which the ritual was perfortJled also influenced 
the clergy. If the Indian too£ part without sincere belief, parti-
cipatinc; only because the rest of his tribe did so, he was not re-
garded as an idolator. After 1670, the records show that the punish-
rnent meted out to idolators was very mild, because church o!'ficials 
33 Eleanor Adams and France Scholes, Book In Hew h:exico, 1598-
1680, Hew LIexico Historical Society, Sante Fe, 1942, 13. 
34 Steward, 401. 
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realized that many of the natives had received onl;)- a scanty indoc-
trination at the time of their conversion, and that therefore their 
understanding of religion was lil:lited. 
By 1650, reli gious r:lusic had reached a very advanced stage of 
developr:lent in S?anish America. It probably would have reached tl:is 
i~i gh degree even if it had not proved useful as a means of conversion 
and conquest, because of its intimate connection with church ritual 
and religiOus life. The DOLunicans, the Franciscans, the Bene-
dictines, in fact all of the reli gious orders with the exception of 
the Jesuits, chanted their Office as well as the usual religious ser-
vices, and it would have been perfectly natural for them to emphasize 
music in their missions. 
It was not unusual for the Indians frOY'l the missions to give 
concerts in the larger cities, sometimes alo ne, but more often with a 
full orchestra who played locally-constructed musical instrut.lents. Tht 
large churches i:I:ported the best music from Europe to be used in the 
reli gious services, and this music in turn spread to the smallest of 
the churches. "The practice and teaching of religiOUS music continued 
to spread throughout the colonies for the next century and a half, 
even though rno st of the m5_ssions had disappeared." 35 
35 Albert T. Luper, The Music of Argentina, I.!usic Division, 
Pan Ar.lerican Union, Washington, D. C;., 1942, 4. 
Chapter IV 
COLONIAL LJUSIOAL EDt.:CATION 
Reli F,ious music VIas the first type of music to be taught to 
the Indians of the Americas, and althout:h secular music vias not ne-
glected, it did not receive in any cOr.1parable degree, the government 
suppo rt that the reE gious music was given. 
Early records indicate an early and organized cultivation of 
music fo r the church services. The cathedra,l of the Archdiocese of 
Santo Domingo was authorized in 1512, and the "capitular organization 
provided for a singer (chantre), and an Organist,,,l who would be the 
director or Erecentor of the church choir. 
The first school in which an ext/ensive rnusical education was 
part of the curdculum, was founded by Brother Pedro de Gante in IJex-
ico Oi ty in 1523. This VIas also the first EurCipean-ty~)e school in 
the Americas. Brother de Gante was a native of Flanders, and had 
been educated at the University of Louvain, entering the Franciscan 
order and arriving in Mexico as a missionar~r friar in 1523. Although 
we have no c.efini te knowledge of Gante' s musical education, we can 
1 Coopersmith, 77. 
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safely assume that he must have had fairly extensive training in this 
art, IO:!"' during the fifteenth century in Europe, " it was expected tl1at 
a youth, destined for the ',;'ork of the church, should become profi-
dent in the theory of l~usic, the art of organ;:layin:1 and in sing-
') 
ing."~ In 1527, Brother de Ganto lJoved his school to the ClOnastery 
of San Francisco in order to expand. his curriculur..ll, and ho soon had 
more than one thousand students therein enrolled. The natives were 
taught not only singing, but European musical notation and techni-
que and the construction of musical instrw~ents. 
The first step in the musical training of the indigenes, was 
the co~)ying of I.1usic manuscripts , with enphasis being placed on the 
straightness and evenness of the lines and the clarity of the notes. 
After spending a year in this work, the students were giveninstruc-
tion in singing. The plain chant was probably the type of sinGing 
that was taught, for it was "the only fOrt"1 of [Jusie cultivated in the 
3 
schools of ••• [de Gantets] day.'" :Vhile the Indian voices are re-
ported to have been piercing, weak and thin at the bo[;inning of the 
traininG period, efficient teaching seems to have a~ol:lplished wonders, 
for "solCle of the singers, bass, tenor, ftlto and sopra"10, were in tir.:le, 
trained to such a hi i?;h degree that they could have competed success-
fully with any singers selected fror.1 the cathedral choirs of Europe." 4 
2 Lota f.i. Spell, "The First Teacher of Busic in America, If ~­
olic Historical Review. Catholic Univel'si ty, Washinr;ton. D. ,0 •• VIII, 
--- " I October, 1922, 372. Hereafter referred to as Spell, 'reacher. I 
3 Ibid., 378. 
4 Ibid. 375. 
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The organ was the first European l~usical instrument to be copied 
in the native schools of the Anericas, but in time as :::lore and Y:1.ore of 
the European strinGed and woodwind instruments Vlere brought over to 
the colonies, the Indians learnec. to make these also, under the close 
supervision of the lJadres. The students who were thus trained at the 
t:lusic schools of the larger pueblos, were sent to the outlying dis-
tricts to aid the missionaries in those areas, in the teachin['; of new 
converts. 
As the !:lissions began to grow in size, it was found necessary 
to r;laintain two se)arate schools in each one of theL'l. In the first 
school the natives were taught to read, Vlrite and to practice the 
industrial aF~s; and all the Dusical arts, such as singing, dancing, 
instrument playing and construction, were included in the curri~culum 
of the seco~1d. Father Alonso Benavides, in his l.lemoI.:~al .!ill !{ew !.:ex-
ico written in 1626, tells us that in the twenty-five missions which 
served the sixty thousand Indians of ninety pU001os, "each mission 
,,5 had a school to teach l:Clusic • • •• In all of S,?anish America by 
1630, in schools where music was taught in addition to all other sub-
jects, "probably Dore attention was given to it than to any other sub-
ject of the curriculum,!6 
5 Fray Alonso Benavides, Hemox:ial .2Jllr~ :.:exigQ in 1626, New 
York, 1899, gil. 
6 Spell, "TeachinG, II 8. 
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Although every child received a thorough l:.1Usical training in 
these schools, the missionaries chose the children who appeared to 
have tlle bes"!; talent for the special training necessary fo r the choirs 
and orchestras. This long and tedious screenine process was followed 
in all the missions of Spanish America. For example, the excellent 
boys t choir of the Taos nation in :;ew f.jexico, had been chosen by the 
friars "from among ;ilore than a thousand. 117 . The choir boys 
Vlere taught to read the Latin and Sfll. nish of the church services, and 
to interpret the Gregorian chant. Since books for such training were 
nO!1-existent, at least during the first days of the missions, doubt ... 
less the padres had to write some sort of training manuals for their 
own use, and it is !:'lost unfortunate tha.t none of these book have yet 
been found. 
The teaching in these schools was most effective, the pupils 
soon learning to execute the 'best of the European music obtainable, 
genflrally by ear an::l mer.1ory, and the missionary often felt more pride 
in his choir and orchestra, than he did in his church. Thomas Gage 
noted this fact in his travel book. During his journey through Guate-
mala, he stayed at a l"ranciscan cloister in the town of Guacocingo. 
Their greatest glor"j, he found, was mt in their church, 'but "was the 
education which they had given to SOr.le children of the town, especially 
7 Benavides, 71. 
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such as served them in their cloister; wh08 tiley had brought up to 
dancing after the Spanish fashion at the sound of the GUl tarra. ,,8 He 
descri bes the dancing perfonned by these children which included both 
Spanish and Indian tunes, and says that they per:Lormed "with such dex-
terity as did not only delight, but amaze and astonish us."g 
Thus far, it is the mission school which has been discussed. 
The educational institutions of the large urban areas also gave ::ausic 
an ir.Jportant place in their curriculums. The University of Santo 
/ 
Tomas de Aquino in Santo Domingo, founded in 1538, considered the sub-
ject so important, that it was made a "prerequisite for the Doctor of 
Arts degree." 10 The regulations of the Colegio Seminario in Mexico, 
provided for the services of a music rnaster whose duty it was to in-
struct the seminarians in music, especially in the plain-chant, for 
a half_hour every morning, be ginning at ten 0 t clock. This class was 
r.lade obligatory for all the students, "even if they were not following 
the ecclesiastical career.flll In the f.1onasteries, it will be re_ 
called, the monks chanted their Office in choir, and it VIas for this 
reason that the class was included. 
Secular music schools developed rapidly in the urban areas. 
8 Goge, 82. 
9 ~., 83. 
10 Coopersmith, 78. 
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According to many accounts, there were teac:ners of dancir:g and of in-
strumenta1 music even in the earliest days of conquest and co10niza-
tion. Perhaps the first of these early teachers VIas a certain Orti z, 
f '... k " d ' d C rt /.. " t ~.-~rs II name un'nown, vmo na acco;~!:)cnue 0 es 1n n~s coe.ques OJ: t:ex_ 
ico. In 1526, this Spaniard, who has been describes as "tocador de 
vihuela y ensenaba a danzaI', (a player ol the guitar and a tencher of 
dancing, )" 12 began a dancing school in l,:exico Oi ty. Musical aCCOL'l-
paniuent for the dancing was not lacking, for, as we have already 
seen, instrumental musicians arrived from Spain within twenty years 
of Columbus' first di scovery., 1'he music schoo 1s multiplied so rapidly, 
especially in Uexico, that b;y 1575 in that country, there were uore 
than twenty-five large ones, and innumer8b1e small ones. It :laS been 
recorded, for example, that there Viere fourteen dancing schools in the 
fabulous mining city of Potosi. 
The first secular music school in Venezuela, was opened in 
/ July, 1591, in the city of Caracas by Luis Cardenas Saavedra. Sa.ave-
dra received the financial support for his school from the Municipal-
i ty of Caracas in the form of a subsidy, granted to dr:J with the con-
di tion that plain_chant was to be taught in his school. He vIas suc-
ceeded in 1593 by Juan de Arti ga, who received a further subsidy for 
the continuation of this sar.:1e school. During the seventeenth century, 
12 Chase, Spain, 258. 
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musical growth in Venezuela took place for the most part, in the mis-
sion schools; but the beginnine: of the ei ghteenth century saw the re-
birth of secular music in that area, and in 1725, when the University 
, 
of Santiago de Leon was established. at Oaracas, a chair of music was 
created "Vii th the annual endowment of one hundred and fifty dollars, ,,13 
I 
and its first incumbent was Francisco Perez Caoacho. 
Municipal SUP?orl of secular music schools soon became C01:1I110n 
throughout all of the S:r;e.nish colonies. In Argentina, for example, 
a".; the beginning of the seventeenth century, the Cabildo of the city 
of Buenos Aires granted a subsidy to a certain Francisco Victoria, in 
order that he might begin a music school in that place, requiring him 
to teach musical technique. 
Colonial musical education was extensive, and included all 
the various phases of musical training. Its earliest development 
took place in the mission schools, and "laS concerned prima.rily wi tIl 
religious compositions. Secular education was slower in growth, its 
greatest pro gress cominG during the seventeenth century as the urban 
comnunities were estf:fblished. 
13 See gar, 10. 
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Chapter V 
COLONIAL OOLIPOSERS AljD I1USICIANS 
The maj ori ty of the first European lilusicians who carne to the 
Hew World, were members of religious orders, and they served as choir-
masters, organists and teachers during the entire Oolonial period. 
The best religious com)osi tions and theoretical works that Europe 
had produced, were brought to the Americas under the sponsership of 
the Catholic Church. These works, Elany of which are still preserved 
in the musical archives of the prineipal cat:uedrals of Latin Al:lerica, 
included cornposi tions by the Italian Palestrina, by the Spaniards 
Victoria and Cabeztn and by the Portuguese Duarte Lobo. 
But cor~posers were not lacking among the missionary priests, 
!:10st of whom had had a thorough musical training durinc:; their days 
at the seminary. As young students, music was an integri;'l part of 
their lives. Early morning, noon, late afternoon and evening found 
them in choir, and a regular class in plain song was included in their 
studies. lffnether they were going to beco::le missionary priests or re-
main at hOl;.1e in Europe, they had to learn how to sing and to :)18,y a 
musical instrument. II 'He who does not sing is only half a priest, ",1 
1 Father OVlen da Silva, O.S S., r,;ission Music of California, 
Warren F. Lewis, Los Angeles, 1941, 19. (Qui non cantata, med.ius 
est sacerdos.) 
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\7aS a vlell-known medieval adage. :.:any o~ the priests \'Tho were destined 
Ior the Al:lerican 11lissions, spent their free tine copying the religi-
ous r:lusic of Europe so that they mi ght bring it \"lith them for r;1ission 
use. 
The first European musician and compo ser in Arnerica, who \1I'aS 
also the first Dusic teacher, was Brother Pedro de Gante, the Fran .. 
ciscan missionary who began his work in !:Iexico City in 1523. We are 
told that he was ex-pert in several of the arts, but that his special 
talent la;:r in music; and as soon as he had Llastered the native lan-
gua.ge, he began to translate the Christian doctrine into Aztec, often 
in the foru of hymns. Brother de Gante' s two principal assistants, 
also fine musicians, were Fray Juan de Tecto and Fray Juan de Aora. 
Another Franciscan missionaFJ, who was a fine rllusician and co~-
poser, was Father 3ernardo SahaGun, who also worked in the Mexican 
missions during the last half 0:;: the s.ixteenth century. Father Sa_ 
/ hagun's most notable musical contriJution was the collection of three 
hundred and sixty-five songs in the Aztec language that he cOG;?osed, 
intending a different sonG for each day in the year. These sonGs i.1ight 
be called, more cOrl~ectly, farces, for they "were often accor;1panied 
by Gestures and interLlinGled with c1ialogues.,,2 
2 Auguste Genin, "Hotes on the Dances, !:usic and Sones of the 
Ancient and. :.!or'lern ~:exicans," Snithsonian Institute Annual Report, 
Governrnent Printing Office, VJashineton, !). C., 1922, 670. 
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r.:ost of the lay musicians and CO:~1;;>osers of the sixteenth cen-
tury were connected in some way with ~Jusic-:-:1aking in the churches. As 
a result, their interest was in the "reli gious application of their 
art and they devoted the fullest measure of their talent and inspir-
ation to that end. H3 .I' Two such lay musicians were Juan Rodr~guGz de 
Villalobas, who aided the missionaries in the teaching of musical iIi-
strurneuts, and Hernando France, who co\:lposed a hymn to the Blessed 
Virgin, to ':/h1ch a tefft in the Aztec tongue was set about 1575. 
At the close of the sixteenth century, anot:ler Franciscan 
missionary musician began to work in what is present-day Hew Ecxico. 
~ 
He was a native Mexican, Fray Cristobal de ~inon.is; anu within the 
space of ten years, he learned the native Queres language, began a 
church and monastery at San Felitle and "taught many of the natives so 
successfully that they were skilled singers of the Ohurch services • .,4 
During the first part of the seventeenth century , quite a few 
Franciscan missionaries became re~llown because of their 1~1usical ac-
cor;lplishmel1ts ai:J.onrr the ;,;exican Indians. Fray Bernardo de r.!arta, 
who arrived in America about 1600, was such an excellent Dusician,. 
tiJat he VIas called by the natives "the organist of the skies. , •• ,,5 
3 Francisco Curt Lange, "Colonial ~:usic in Latin American 
Lands, fI L;usical America, L:usical America 'Jorp., Hew York, LIX, SepterJ-
ber, 1939, 8, 
4 Spell, ,jTeaching," 6. 
5 ~., 7. 
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Father Pedro de Ortega who worked in Sante Fe, Father Roque de Figuer-
edo of the Hawikuh mission of Concel)cion, and Father Garcia de San 
I Francisco y Zum ga whose mission was located at Senecu, all achieved 
faLle oecause of their musical art. 
Secular COE1?osi tion in Lexico be gan to develop after the be-
ginning of the eiehte~nt:rl century. '2'he first opera written by a na_ 
tive-born composer was performed in Llexico City in 1711. It was 
called La Partenope and was the wor£:. of Eanuel Zumaya, who also '\7rote 
SOLle motets and several choral Vlorirs. Francisco Lloratilla was a \'1el1-
knm'ln COI:1)OSer of villancicos, which were cOUlpositions written express-
ly to be sung. AmonG other eighteenth-century colonial cOlllposers 
were "Antonio Rodil and Antonio Sarrier, whose work shows the in-
fluence of ••• Viennese and Italian schools.,,6 
In Santo Domingo, the authorization which had established the 
cathedral of the Archdiocese in 1:312, had provided for a singer, 
(chantre,) and an organist. The first record that lists the chantr:!l 
at the cathedra~, naues Jorge de Viguera as ha'Jing that position in 
1537. The records for the next hundred and fifty years are not COl1l-
plete, but arilong those who subsequently held that post t are found the 
---,--------
6 Seegar, 12. 
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names of Rodrigo ~uesada, (1548), Juan Sanchez, (1575). Guillermo DOr:l-
/ 
eco, (1576), Juan Francisco Llansera, (1604), l,Iartin de Navas, (1689-
91), and Hicolas Fernandez de Montesdoca,. (1703_07.)7 
To the island of Santo Domineo falls the honor of having pro-
duced the first native-born musician and composer of the Americas, 
Cristobal de Llerena who Vias born on that island in 1540. He en-
tered the -.;>riesthood, and was not only the canon and organist of 
the Cathedral, /lbut also for )'uore than forty years, he was ?,ector 
of the University of Gorjon.,,8 
The Drofessional orchestra r:1ade its initial appearance in San-
tiago, Cuba in 1500. This premier orGanization consisted of three 
l11efi,jers, a violinist and two vihuela or guitar players. The violinist 
Vias an itinerant Spanish uusician, Pascual de Ochoa who had come to 
Cuba fro!":! Seville; the two vii1Uelaistas were sisters, liberated Ne .. 
gresses from Santiago de los Caballeros, Santo DO!:Jine:o, named 11icaela 
and 'l'eodora Gines. The next record dated 1595, places the orchestra 
in Haoana. By this time Teodora Gines had disappeared alon?, the way, 
but two new i:lembers had been added, wakine nov/ an orchestra of :;:·our. 
The neVlcomers were Pedro All:lanza, another violinist frol:1 r,;'laga, and 
Jacome Viceira, a wind-instrument player frohl Lisbon, Portugal. To 
7 Ooopersmith, 78-93. 
8 Ibid., 80. 
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this nucleus of four, other players were added when the si ze of the 
fiesta or oall for which the orchestr-a was to play made this necessary. 
ttihile they were also availe.;Jle for church festivals, the main 
occu?ation of these professional musicians was ~laying for the secu-
lar affairs of the colonists. The services of tilis scmll orchestra 
were so much in demand, "that patrons had not only to resort to com-
peti ti va biddiuf, fa r the:_l, but also had to provide them anci their 
fa~;lilies with food and transportation." 9 Besides this, the musicians 
insisted on a plentiful dinner being provided for ther:! at the place 
of entertainment, and in case the amount of pay was not sufficient, 
this food was taken also. Tilis custO:i1 of paying the orchestra with 
food and su?.:.>lying their transportation was soon COll1Llon to all of 
Latin Ar;J.erica, and did not disappear until there were enough orch-
estras to supply the demand. 
There were many fine musicians auoag the members of "!the Society 
of Jesus; and although as an order, they did not chant in choir, it 
had long been part of the curricula of J esui t colleges in Surope to 
teach dancing and Dusic. Besides an artistic value, the training in 
dance steps was intended to make students grace::ul. These courses 
were brOUGht to the Ai:18ricas, and the j esui t schools bccaL18 famou2t 
9 I"oid., '/8. 
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for tileir pageants, drarJas and spectacles. 
In Colombia, the first musical figure of which ';'7e 11ave record 
is the Jesuit priest Father Joie Daaey, born in Italy in 1574-, who 
came to the colonies in 1604. He began the Inission of Sabana, chos-
ing the pueblo of Fontegon as the center of his activities. He had 
only a rude organ built of bar.1ooo at this nission, but it was while 
Vlor!i:ing in this area t£lat he foruulated a vocabubry and graml!"lar of 
nusical la.nguage. Shortly thereafter, he went to Santefe de Bo gat a 
and :::?ounded a school of music "where the clergy • . . studied before 
dedicating themselves to ti.le [,lissions." lO Father Dadey brought many 
European I"lUsical instrur.1ents with hbl, and these he gave to the most 
talented Indians to copy. 
The most important composer in Colombia during the Colonial per-
iod VlaS also a priest, Fflther Juan de Herrera y ChUlilacero, who was 
choirraaster of the Cathedral of Bo gata in t he first half of t.he seven-
teenth century. His talent must have been great, for he was described 
as "the only musician of the colonial period who deserves the title 
of composer. flll The majority of I1is C01~jpositions Vlere written for 
several v0ices, accOnlpB,nied by the organ, narp and bass. He composed 
l)Sa1Jns, villancicos and choral works; and his most farnous work is a 
RequeiGl £,lass dated 1702. His favorite puAl, Juan de Dios Torfres, also 
10 Jos6 Ignacio }~scobar, "Hist6ria Sobre la BU'sica OoloLibiana,1f 
Bo letln Latino -anerica.no de lllusica, !!ontevic.eo t Pena y Cia, April, IV, 
1938, 417. 
11 Ohase, Guide, 120. 
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becaue a fartlOUS composer. 
Venezuela, after the oustJicious beginning with the Caracas 
Dusic school of Luis Cardenas Saavedra in 1591, entered a donnant 
stage in its uusical deve10p!-.Jent, all its musical growth taking place 
in the missions. The li'ranciscans, Capuchins and Jesuits all '.-/ort:ed 
in the uissions of Venezuela, and each order had one or two priests 
who v/ere outstanding musicians. Father Uanuel Ror!lan of the Society 
of Jesus, whe had trained a remarka01e uission orchestra, Vias the 
best kntllNin of all the padre musicians. The only seventeenth contur::' 
cor:lposer of note in Venezuela was also a 9riest, Father Diego de los 
Rios, a famous painter as well, - whose missionary work was in Piritu, 
but "whose works have been lost.,,12 
Husical composition began to flourish at the begin:ling of the 
ei ghteenth century, and we have record of three fine composers; Jos~ 
Francisco Va1aquez, Jos~ Antonio Caro de Boesi and Juan ~lanuelOli-
varas. These mep wrote primarily reli gous works, the profane nusic 
comoosed during this period being inferior in quality as well as 
sl~lall in quantity. 
Venezue1a.n l:lusic did not really CODe into its own until 1770, 
when Fa.ther Pec:ro Palacios y Sojo, called the father of Venezuelan 
12 Jose Antonio Ca1ca110, ContribuciOh al Bstudio de ll'! l1usica 
.Qll Venezuela, Dditorial "Elite," Caraces, 1939, 43. 
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f.:lusic, founded in tlOaracas, t he first Acader;lia of I.iusic which intor-
~)ora.ted t:ne procedures most recentl~' applied in Europe." 13 
In the La Plata region, which included present-day Argentina, 
Uraguay and Para [,uay , the development of musical culture was entire1y 
in :the uands of tile Jesuits. Besides teachill t: voice and t:ne playing 
of musical instruments, "the Jesuits undertooJi to te2.ch the t;leOFY of 
music, and therefore an appreciable nw)]oer of C01~lpositions must have 
been written d0\'1n,,,14 but thus far none 0:: these works have been ais-
covered, and it is extremely doubtful if any of theh1 ever will be found. 
':'he most outstanding musician ar:1ong the early Jesuit :nission-
aries i7as the Belvian priest, }"'ather H. Luis Berger, who was the first 
to teach the Indians of this region to play tr1e guitar and the lute. 
In a letter written in 1628, a fellow missionary described him as a 
"musician and dancer, and a friend of teaching t:ne Indians to play the 
bowed lute, wit~1 which he has converted many infidels.,,15 
Father Juan Basso (Bach) was another Jesuit missionary Vlho 
gainecl tame as a m.usician. He hadoeen director of the choir to Arch-
duke Albert of Gennany before he was brou:;ht to Paraguay to instruct 
the indigenes in music. He devoted hinself to his task with such 
earnestness that his health fdled and death overtook hiu. B'n 
13 Buccino I 74·. 
14 Lange, 8. 
15 See gar, 8. See also Luper, 4. 
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he had" founded a school of Guarani ;,1Usic which ,Iould last for many 
generations. II 16 
'l"here was a large grou? of Gen.lan Jesuit missionaries who did 
much to further musical developmei1t in the La Plata area. Father 
:,:artin Schmidt and. Father Johann ;:essner worked as a 'tean among the 
:,:ajos and Jhiquitos tribes in the north. The padres H. Juan Wolff, 
Juan Kno gler and Lart inDo bri zho fier also did excellent \'10 rk in music. 
The most Qutstanding of the Gerr,lan J esui ts were Fati18r Anton 
Se,)p von Reinegg and Father l~lorian Baucke. The organi zing ability 
of tile latter "was so widely recognized that ile was invited to rer:lain 
in Buenos Aires in order to establish a conservator'1 there.,,17 F\.lther 
Sep? was 8Gl)Qci2.117 proud of the work he had accomp.Lished in !1l-ensic, 
and he wrote that his reputation with the other missiom.-"ries was so 
great "that trley would send meubers of their uissions \,lith gifts to 
court my Friendsflip and to havo trWJl1 instructed in !.:usic:: i ,,18 
In Chile, the Jesuit Father Jorge Krazer was fWCled as a b\.,i1der 
1I0f organs and an organist, who built ••• a gro't organ vlhich Vias in'.. 
t 1 . t" .t.' ~ I} , :>' "n ""'..\, . , "h" 1 S 0.1 ed J.n np, oeauvJ.!U C lurC!1 0::' (;n8 .... ol;1pany J.n ::;im "J.ago e.e 1.1 J. e 
" 19 The !:1issionary l)riests Bernardo ZU!'r"1iller, Wenceslao 
Bvayer, Fr2..ncisco Javier Ze?herip and Leonardo Deubler worked in the 
1.6 ! :uLall, 259. 
I? Lange, 8. 
19 Vincente D. Sierra, Los Jesuita~ ~~ .£!! 10. .£9ll9...'l.i ta 
espiri tu~! d~ EisEa;lc!" -America, Buenos .hires, 1944, 279. 
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province of ~uito. 
The nost important Jesuit composer of the eighteenth century. 
who was also a pioneer in ecclesiastical music in Latin Amel~ica. was 
the Italian L1usician and organist DOl;lenico Zipoli. Father Zipoli had 
achieved fame in Italy several year before he entered the Society of 
Jesus in 1'116. In the following year he sailed for South Ar.:lerica, 
/ 
and became tIle organist at the Jesuit church in Cordoba, Argentina, 
a post he held until his death on Janua!ry 2, 1723. 
r 
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Chapter VI 
l;USIC BOC!KS IN COLO~HAL SPAIUSH N'ERICA 
.Lhe center of 8;'Jani8h life and culture during the sixteenth 
century in the Spanish colonies was Lexico City. In 1533, the first 
rr inting press of the New lNorld was set Uil in that city; and the first 
boole to be issued was the "Ohristian Doctrine of Pedro de Gantc." l 
Six years later, the first book which contained r.1usic was issued from 
this press, "at a time when in Europe itself, few printing houses were 
equipped with r:lusical ty~e.lf2 Before 1609, U'iO hundred and. thirty 
book:s had been produced, r:lany of which cO::ltained music. This achieve-
ment is doubly remarkable when it is remembered that ever! bit of the 
printer's equipment, pa.Jer, machines and even the printers thenlselves, 
had to be shipped from EurolJe. 
l'he first book which contained music was published in 1556, and 
was an Ordin~ or Crdinary of tne ';ass. Its title page, printed 
ori ginally in Latin, read as follows: 
itA rule book of the holy order of the Hennits of Saint 
Augustine, the bishop, of regular observance, now recently 
corrected, according to the ancient rite liturgically, but 
1 Buccino, 9. 
2 Lota !.:. Spell, The Kirst 1.1usic Books Printed in America, G. 
Schriwer Inc., New York, 1921, 3. Hereafter referred to as Spell, Books 
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according to the hi gher chant. July 15, year of our Lord, 
155" ../. '" . ,,3 o a" 1. ex~co. ' 
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It was ma::le up of forty pages, and two colors were used in its L1ake-
up, the notes being ill black while the lines were printed in red. Al-
thoUg:l tile printer's llame is not given, as only one license to print 
in the riexican capital had been issued in 1539 to an Italian, Juan 
Paolos, it is fairly safe to credit the book to his press. 
The next volume wherein l;,usic appeared, was issued in 1560, 
an:1 \Vas a handbook of the sacraments orinted by Jo:hanis Pauli. The 
body of tIle book II consists of one hundred and seventy -three numbered 
leaves, many of ther:1 being entirely devoted to Llusic • .,4 
A second printing li-cense was issued in 1559 to Antonio de 
Espinosa, and his first effort was a :.:issale l'\omanum Ordinarium \'ihich 
appeared in 1561. Pedro Ocnarte, the French son-in-la\'; of Juan Fablos. 
,?roceede:i to opon a third shop, and published a new edition of the 
::anuale SacranlentOrLllQ in 1568, which contained one hundred and oi ghty-
three pa;::es of text and Elusic. 
"1.'he Lost elr~.borcl.te oi all the ;:exican books })rinted up to that 
tiwe, appeared in 1570. It was a Dominican Graduale of t,vo hundred 
and eight pazes, printed in Gothic tY.Je in two colors •. liThe pages 
are decorate~~ with l:1any viOodcuts and initial letters in tv/o C0101'S.,,5 
.-.------ -
3 l.Qisl. , " ;). 
4 raid. , 3. 
5 Ioid. , 4. 
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The most important product of t::'-~e r:exican printing press a:p-
yeared in 1583. It Vias the Psalmoc1i~ ChristiaI.l§l: of Bernardo Sahas~, 
and it was a collection of Christian hyrans and psauns translated into 
the Lexican lan~:ua(;e, but it contained no printed music. It was im-
portant because it was the first definite step taken by the Catholic 
Church in its effort to sup.?lant the native music and its paga.n char-
acteristics with :Suropean hymns. It \':as a process which WdS only 
moderately successful, bece.use ull3.n;y 0:2' the natives still "persisted 
in singing the \,lords to their own tradi tional tunes, /I C and still 
ot"':iers resisted the change with bloodshed. 
Two other books with music were printed be:::'ore 1600; a P!?alter-
ium Al:lOhonarium in 1584 and an Antiphonario in 1589, the latter book 
containinG directions for tJ:~e organ accoI.1paniwent. Only one book is 
known to have been printed during the entire sixteenth century. It 
was issued in 1604 fro!:" the press of Diego L6Pez Davalos, a son-in-
law of Espinosa who had inherited his press, and it was made U.;J of one 
:mndrecl and five pages of printed music intended for the use of churches 
during Holy Week. It was compiled by Johannis (Juan) l~avarro, the 
choirr:mster of tile Cathedral in !~exico City, and "contained, in addi-
tion to the nusical settings of the Passions, lamentations and a prayer 
6 Chase, Spain, 261. 
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of J e remi ah • " 7 
Why the i:exican press ceased to print music book is not knovm, 
although it may be assumed that it v:as probably the expensiveness of 
printing, coupled with the difficulties faced in obtaining the neces-
sary 9rinting materials, that caused r;1US~C books to be inported from 
S~)ain rather than nanufactured in t he colonies. 
The strict censorship on the amounts and kinds of books shi9ped 
to the Spanish colonies by the mother countF!, made on1y one shipment 
a year possible, and. many music books were usually included in these 
snipr.1ents. A list of the music books arriving in 1586 included works 
by Antonio de Cabezon, "whose compositions had been published in Spain 
8 ID 
only ei eht years before this." .. he manifest for the shipment of 1597 
lists "obras de Capilla, (choral works), and four reams (2000 sheets) 
0:: co)1as (verses),,,9 the whole having been ship?ed from Seville by 
Pedro Alcozar. The 1605 ship;,1ent consisted of sixteen cases, tleach 
containing . . • a book of music for the Vespers 0: tl::e whole 'year 
viri tten by the famous cor,1:)OSer Francisco Guerrero .,,10 
7 Spell, Books, 6. Originals of this book and of all other 
books mentioned in this chapter, have been preserved; and they may 
be found 1:1 the New York Public Library, the British !,;useum of 1':a-
tural History and the Hational Library of :lexico. 
8 Chase, Spain, 260. 
9 Coopersllli tp, 81. See also Pereira-Salas, g. 
10 Chase, Soain, 261. 
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l;usic books were at tines included 8l11ong the supplies bouf;ht 
for the f.:.issionaries at royal expense. The record of supplies given 
to F2.ther Alonso Bemwides and his coupanions, Ulon their el1bc:'r:cation 
for i.:exico ir: 1624, included tile following: 
"Three large choir books at forty pesos eac!'1 • • • . 
Five antiphonal books cor:1j?osed by Fray Gerenomino 
f"'1. .., 
Vlrue~o • • . • . 
Five choir books for Uass and vespers • . . • . . 1111 . 
It seems strange to find music Dooks on the forbidden list 
but records have proven this to have been true. The books that Vlere 
banned were usually theoretical works. However, the control of Spain 
over ttle shipment of books ViaS not absolute, and L:any of the forbidden 
books did find their way into the private collections of the wealthier 
colonists. 
11 Benavides, 119. 
Chapter VII 
COLC'NIAL I!USICAL INSTRUMENTS 
All of tile European musical instrull1ents were eventually brought 
to the Americas by the Spaniards; and they were readily adopted by the 
Indians \'1ho soon learned not only to play them but also to build them. 
The missionaries were the :first to teach the natives how to construct 
these instruments and to encourage their building. This knowledge 
of the construction of musical instl"Ur:Clsnts was fairly COl::rrnon 8ll10ng the 
priests at th::l.t time, for in the monasteries of Euro!)e the building of 
"musical instrur.:1ents destined for ti.1e service of tlle choir was car-
ried on; • • • the choir-master was expected to De able to make all 
necessary repairs to the organ." 1 
The organ was the first ~ropean musical instruf.1ent to be cop-
ied in the New World. In 1527, Brother Pedro de Gante began to teach 
organ construction to the natives in the convent of San Francisco at 
Texcoco, :':exicoj and "they began in the ca)ital, to raake organs des-
tinec for all the churches of the country.,,2 The organ was part of 
the standard equipLlent for every church, whether mission or urbe.n. 
1 Spell, "Teacher," 373. 
2 Buccino, 94. 
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Father Anton Sepp, who Viorked in ti18 Paraguayian Ll~ssioJls, boasts in 
1697, of having two organs, "one brought from Burope, the other Liade 
" here •.• exactly like the first.".) Tne,two organs of the Cat'nedral 
of ~:exico, wnich are still in use today, were iclade in ijexico about 
1736. Besides the hignly decorated, expensive churcl1 orc::ans, there 
were also small, plain, portable instruulent:::- which were "convenifmt 
for choir practice, mission work and the plain chant of the monks ,,,4 
and for a long time these portab!le organs were used in small and poor 
COlIlL1unities. 
Other Euro:se an L1usical instruuents soon L1ade their appearance 
in the Americas,. even before 1600, and these too were copied by the 
Indians under the direction of the friars. The Spanish national in-
stru,;1ent, the vihuela or guitar, the harp, flute, flageolet, Alpine 
horn, cornet, bassoon, troubone, oboe, sackbuts, dulchlCl~ and truDpet 
were all in use in the colonies, not only in t:t1e large cities but in 
the snall villages as well. It wa~ the boast of many of the l~lission-
aries that "we Iuwe scarce any musical instrument in :~urope, that is 
not in use in the recuction; ••. and what is still more, that very 
near all the instrUll18nts used auong thed are of their own n:a~ing."5 
'the Indians ado:JteCi the harp and violin without any chanGes, 
4 Kilet::lan, 124. 
5 !!uratori, 88. 
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but other instruments, notably the guitar, underwent several altera-
tions. They often chanGe 1 the nUl;lber and tum.ng of the strings, and 
in Bolivia they substituted the shell of the arwadillo as the sounding 
i)OX, makinf: what is known in that country as the cnaran..R9_. 
The rlarp and the guitar soon becruJe trle [aost popular instru-
Y:lents for secular use, tlle lorL18r oeing considered the "proper medium 
for felnale m.usical expression, 1/6 w~1ile the latter was the popular in-
strwncnt for courtship. The violin, viocello and clarinet vlere later· 
ari~ivals, and the piano did not come into use until the latter half 
of the ei Ghteenth centuFj. 
The introduction of 2uropean instrurClents, especially the strings, 
and the change from the five-tone sc;;,.le of the indigenes to the seven-
tone scale of the Spanish, were important contributions to the further 
development of Indian r.1Usic, for they removed the last limitation on 
that growth. ':.:'hroug£lout the whole colonial period, the Spanish and 
Indian musical cultures beca.Gle fused, and with the final addi tionof 
Negro rhythr.'ls, this music became "a mestizo art, the first real mes-
ti zo art in America." 7 
6 Bailey W. ann S: W. Diffie, Latin American Civi;Lization, 
Stackpole Sons, Harrisburg, Pa., 1945, 536. 
7 01'017, 3. 
Chapter VIII 
;.:USltJ IN COL01UAL SPAHISH SCOlE'IT 
i!;usic played an important role in the life of the average Sl)al1-
ish colonist, not only because of its intimate connection vlith the re-
ligious services, but also because it was just about the only ~eans 
of amUSel::lent and recreation that he possessed. Secular music, al-
though it lagged far behind reli gious music durinG the first few decades 
of the colonial })eriod, began to develop ra?idly as the number,.,of col-
onists grew increasinEly larger, prlHlarily because it answered the 
need of the colcnist for diversion. It received little, if any, of-
fi cal encoura geruent, and the reli gious leoc1ers frowned UiJO nit quite 
vi gorously. 'I'here is a record of an action havinG been brought against 
a Spanish army of:ficier in 1650, who was accused of of tending relig-
ious propriety, It for after the church services, he went to a wedding 
and sang to the aCCQ;;1,;:mlr.18nt 0 i a t,'ui tar ... l 
The religious and popular hlusic of Spain came first to the Car_ 
i bbean islands, eS:Jecially Santo DominGo and Cu·oa, proceeding froo 
these places to the isthrnus and the city of Panama. Fro;;l Panama, it 
1 Sloni:n.sky, '79. 
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spread to the reDainder of the Spanish colonies, being diffused in the 
north through the great cultural center of ::exico City, and in triG 
south through the CaI)ital of the vice-royalty of Peru, Liua. As most 
of the native music of the Caribbean islands and the isthmus had dis-
appeared because of the extennination of the Indian population of these 
areas; and as l:egro t~lusic ha;i not as yet become an 2,ctive influence, 
the Dusie reaching Lima and Lexica City was still ~)Urely Spanish. 'I'his 
quality was l:mintai ned in the Dusic, by i·he royal and aris-'cocractic 
classes of society, but when the music reached the populace it befTan 
to undergo many changes, and "oy the thle it had recched the back-
country, when it was again altered, it had evolved into a mestizo type 
of music. 
The pure Spanish music was acted upon by each and everyone of 
the various types of people tha:.; made up ,the population of the large 
Spanish-Ar!1erican cities. :::'here were the Indians with their native in-
struments and songs; soldier, sailors, fanlers, miners and cra::tsmen 
11"01'.1 S:jain and their Creole descendants, each ':;i th his own" :colk mu-
sic derived from the various regions in the mother countrJ.,,2 These 
different classes Of society took the pure music and chanGed and a_ 
dapted it according to their own individual backgrounds and needs. 
The product of this fusion was carried to the interior by the settler 
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who 1:1i grated into the bClckcountry, tile itineran~·. musician and the mer-
chant who went into this re gion to !"; ell his Viares. As con:lunication 
bet\':een t:ie inter'ior and ~~he C08,St iu~)rovecl, this mestizo music was 
carriocl ·oacl: to the large urban centers, and even back to Spain it-
seli, "w:wre it began to !;lake its influence felt in Spanish peninsu-
liir ',lusic. 113 
Life in the Spanish colonies was fairly siGlple, even in the 
ur'uan centers, the entertain::lent oeing held in the l10!l1e wi t1:1 all the 
l.lC:'illl)erS of the faraily and a few friends participating. Public amuse-
,,1ents vrere liv1ited to the balls and fies·,.as held on tne occasion of 
sor,1e great re1i gious feast, or in connection wi tn a royal affair, 
such as a coronation 01' wedding. For the well-to_do wor.len, especially 
"music was practically the O!"l~y eli version, "4 and they were rer.(larl~-
,/ 
ably :Lond of it. Frezier found that the wor.'len of LiLla took much plea-
sure in entertaininr; taeir guests with the .21ayin~ of the harp or 
r::uitar to which they sang, and if they were desired to dance. they 
del so "wittl much COLr,?lasi[lnce aild Politeness.,,5 '1'he f,worite in-
struuent 0:' the rlOLlen Vias usually the guitar, r;lthough in SOl;le areas 
the harp was preferred. '1'l1e :iOU112; girls 0::' tho hig:ner classes. i1ere 
tutored in Llusic and "they danced to "verlection and san,:; sweetly to 
5 
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the guitar the songs of Spain or the colonial songs, ';:hich were COlll-
6 posed in every province." 
The largest private entertairu!lent was the tertulil? or social 
gatherine which lasted from. about six until nine-thirty in the even-
ing, at which singing and dancing prevailed. Dancers often impro-
vised words to the simple melodies, "while the spectators assisted 
the guitar orchestra with occasional clapping of hands ."7 The fav-
ori te dances were the ~, bolero and fandango, with the r:linuet 
being confined to t~:1e viceregal court. 
In the backcountry, the diversions of life were home-made, 
and the people simplified both the music and the instruments, using 
only those instruments "t:nat were easil:r portable .,,8 In some of the 
larger l~lanor houses, a variety of instruments including the harpsi-
chord were often found, and books of music were included in the lib-
raries. In the most pril:'1itive and isolated regions, where the people 
were unable to see a priest regularly, each ~~nor house had a lay 
reader who learned the liturgic texts in Spanish or Latin" so that 
the ceremonies l:1ight be carried through, often including hyr.ms and 
chants .,,9 The fiestas of these people usually grew out of the ac-
6 Anne :.:erriman Peck, The Pageant of Sout!" American Risto r:.v, 
Lon~ans, Green and Co., :~ew York, 1941, 156. 
7 Hubert Howe 3ancroft, History of Liexico, A. L. Bancroft, 
San Francisco, 1883, II, 775. 
8 Hague, L;usic, 30. 
9 roid. 31. 
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COlLll)lishments of fan:.l labor, being held at the tine of plantin::" h2~r-
vest and roundup. 
Uusic in the convents and :-:lonasteries VIaS not confined to the 
strictly religious music. It was considered. to iDlJortant in these 
places, that cOL1peti tion developed between the convents, and" girls 
wi th good voices, but no money cou:l.d often get into the mo st luxur-
ious of convents." lO '.Lhomas Gage tells of a Guatemalan nun, Dona 
Juana de : :aldonada y Paz who was the wonder 1/ of all the city for her 
excellent voice ane.. skill in musick--and for her ingenious and suCiden 
v~rses." L. Gage rather fro\~ned upon the enj oy!nent of music by the 
reli gious, and he cri tici zed the young Prior of a cloister where he 
stayed overni Ght, fo r i gno ring books and setting "the Gui tarra . 
above thO';l. ,,12 
!:.!usic even had a place in the graduation ceremonies of the 
. . 
v2crious universities. On the day precedine; tlle final conferring of 
the degrees, "there was a parade led by a b<lnd in v{hich kettledrul!ls 
and oboes predominated; behind t:1e musicians uarched the facultJ .. 
The ei ght eenth centuF.! marl~ec1 "lihe be ginnine: of an al.rno st ster-
11 Gal;e, 
12 Ibid., 51. 
13 Orow, 2<39. 
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ile period in colonial music, with the exception of folk music. The 
artificial court life of Europe was copied by the higher classes in 
the colonies, and it was fashiona-ole to imitate the Italian models 
in Dusic, a practice which was a detriment to the natural develop:aent 
of colonial music, and which iupederJ. its gC"owth for many years .":he 
Bourbons succeeded to the Spanish throne, and French influence began 
to spread to the Americas, notably Santiago de 9hile where numerous 
French families mi grated. !!usic became an elegant social pastime 
l:1.nd the sl:1all salon became po~)ular, but it was the contemporary Euro-
pean music t:i:lat was heard at these gatherinp;s ratrler t:;an any colonial 
works. 
On the other hand, folk music now began to develop rapidly. 
In Argentina, for example, the Gaucho or roaming cowboy of the pam"OClS 
began to develop his own distinctive society in the bacl(country areas, 
and out of this society grew a type of l~lusic found nowhere else in 
Latin America. 
The Spanish conquest began at a tiil1e when the romance or bal-
lad was enjoying great po~)Ularity with all of the classes in S_Jain, 
,md these sonGs were brought over by the conquerors from tne very be-
ginninG. These soldiers knew their ballads so well "that they often 
quoted lines from the~ to apply to situations in their own lives, just 
as if tl1ey were 'proverbs.,,14 Often when they were sit"cing around the 
caLipfire in tile evening, they would carryon whole conversations mere-
ly by quoting lines from them. 
But the early colonists fou::l.d that these im~)orted ballads were 
not sufficient for their lonliness or diversion, and so they either 
added to them, or cou;?osed neYI ones "that told their happiness and 
their sorrows, and recounted salient inci6ents in their lives.1I15 
These ba11ads were not the orily type of song brought to the 
colonies. 80 )",10 of the first settlers wilo came fror;l the maritine / 
districts of southern S[Jain brought their local folksongs, wr1icn were 
strongly inbued with Moorish elements, and this accounts "for many 
sudden re:~1iniscences of the Orient that cone to li ght unexpectedly 
in S~anisn k.1erica . ,,16 . . . 
The rOumnces and folksongs becmne the national sonGs of the 
various Latin American countries. They fathered the c,orrida of !1ex_ 
ieo, the ~l!.~ of Puerto Rico, the triste and vidala of Argentina, 
and the Y2,r8vi of Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador. Some authors trace the 
lArc'vi., which is a lament, to the Arai)ic exclar:lation Ya Ra,oi or the 
Lord, but others feel that it is uerely the S:?anish version of the 
14 Ralph S. Boggs, Snanish Folk~.sJi in ~mer~, University of 
iTami, Coral Gables, 1929, 135. 
15 Arthur L. o amp a , liThe Spanish Folksong in the Southwest," 
Universill of ~ hiexico Bulletin, University of Hew :.iexico Press, 
Alburquerque, 1933, IV, 8. 
16 Hague, h]usic, 32. 
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Quechua wora Haravi which rneans lament. 
One of the favorite amuseuents of t:le colonists was a baile or 
ball, held on Sl)ecial occasions, i;."-.cludine alJ- the Spanish dances, 
such as the fanci<:,.:QgQ., bolero, se guidilla and tirana, and several of 
the local country dances. In some OJ: the isola-:;ed regions, these 
balls were so pO~.lUlar t:wt "-they lasted often for as rnan~; as three 
days with ••• feasting and singing." 17 
~he favorite dance on the island of Santo Domingo was the .$ll1-
lenda, which was introduced by tlie lTegros Vlho "had been im~Jorted. froD 
the coast of Guiana. By 1698 it he,::'!. beco':,e so popular, that the 
French priest Jean 3aptiste La-,Jat re~)orted: "It not onl:' is t:leir uain 
source of recreation, but also has become a part of their religious 
devotion. l'hey dance it in reli gious processions and in their churches 
the nuns perlo rr~li ng it on Chri str:1as Eve. II 18 
The two mo st popular dances in Ouba were the ~b2.nda and the 
habalJ&~. The latter dance has been traced back to the Countcr Dan~ 
of sixteenth century England, which was called contradanza in Spain, 
or more si~aply danza. IlWhen im-ported by the Spaniards into Cuba, it 
becarue the danza haoanera, that is the dance of Habana ,,19 . . . . 
and in time the word ~~ was dro)ped leaving only haba~. 
-------------_.-
17 Ibid.., 33. 
18 Coopersr.1i th, 82. 
19 SlonimskJ, 56. 
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i::exico had two well-known dances, the first bei ng the huapango, 
which originated in tlle state of Vera Cruz. It is related to t~1e old 
Aztec mitote, and derives its name fro!e, the Aztec word cuah-P3.ngo. This 
word is uade up of "cuaitl" meaninG' log or.YLQ.Qi1, "i;)an" ueaning.Ql! 
or .Q.JL§.t: and I· CO " meaning place." 20 The dance was so called because 
it was performed on [l wooden 91atform. It was danceo. :):: "':.:::8 hi Gher 
classes at first, but soon became the dance of the mestizos. 
The second de.nee, one of the oldest in i:exico, was the jar~:be, 
whose origin is debated. Eorma Schwendener and Averill Tibbels seem 
to think that it was "an expression of the joy with which the :Iexicans 
first saw the horses which were brought into their country by the Span_ 
ish conquerors," 21 the steps of the dance representing the clicking, 
pavling and prancing of the horses' hoofs. ]'rances Tool'S, on the 
other hand, calls it "a diredt descendant of the seguidillas r,18nchegas 
of the Spanish region of La Eancha. 1I22 
The best known dance of Colombia in the colonial period, VIas 
the ba:abuco, who se ori ;:;in is credited to the first slaves ililoorted 
into ColoLlbia from tnc west African town of Bambuk. The seventeentl:-
century zambacueca of Peru which also oric:in<.tted in Africa, and which 
was very ?o"9ular with. the 10Vler classes, found its way into ~hile 
20 Frances Toors, "!::exican Folk Dances, If in Herring and 
Weinstock, 188. 
21 l\1orrJa <~chwendener and Averilllibbels, Legends 3.nd Dances of 
Old IJexico, A.S.Barnes and Co., ~JeVi York, 1934, 3. 
22 Toors 185. 
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\'!here it became known as the zaE1acueca or cueca. 7he steps 0:;:' this 
dance, and of all dances introduced by the Spaniards were called 1£:-
pateados, fro!!! the Spanish zauniear, laeaning to beat time \'lith the 
shoes, because" in gancing, they alternately strike with the Heel s.nd 
the Toes, taking some Steps and coupeeing, \'Ii thout movinE; far fror"1 
"3 one Place."':;' 
Perhaps tlle l~lOst famous of the colonial dances was the Argen-
tine fn.ndanF,o, \1hich was a ~~egro-Gaucho adaptation of t'iLe original 
Spanish dance. It becrune popular at first in the rural districts, then 
\'lith the lower classes of the cities, anrl finally it made its vlay 
into the mic.dle and u~)per-class hOl::'les "where it was danced benind 
drawn blinds. Juan Jose Peralta, Archbishop of 3uenos Aires ••• 
under pain of excOl'Yrlunication • • • banned the fandango on July 30, 
1743." 24 
The people of the colonies too": great :p1easure in ce1ebra:'cing 
political events, or official and national or reli gious holidays. 
flThese celebrations Vlere occasions for }om:) and circumstance • . • 
music and l.:'.arching, and usually lasted fror:1 three to ei g11t days .,,25 
23 Frezier, 263. 
24 C. J. Vidi18._Rivero, "A Few lJords on Argentine r:usic, II 
Pan American Bulle~in, Pan American Union, ~7ashington, D. c:., LXVII, 
October, 1933, 795. 
25 David R. ;';oore, f:.. History of Latin America, ?rentice-
Hall Inc., Eew Yor~=, 1938, 165. 
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The moraino;s were devoted. to reli gious services, including :.rass, a Te 
Deura and long processions. The evenings were reserved for balls, ban-
quets, theatre l)reser.tations an(:\ fireworks. Each colony seemed to 
have some certain feast day. Cn the island of Santo Domineo. t~le 
" greatest festival VIas held on the fete day of C;ur Lad:; of nercedes. 
In Guateuala, july 26, St. Ann's da;:T waf. the 1110 st inportant j and in 
Chile, the Festival of the Rosary which oe[(8.n 011 Cctol)er 2nd, pro-
vided the occasion for extensive celebrations. 
The travelling l:linstrel ca.rc.e early to the colonies, followL:lg 
i'" the ?8th of "'.;he soldier, colonist and tr2.der; and. was known as a 
trovaclor in Eexico end a Dayadore or ')allac!:.Q..!:Q. in Soutll America. II At 
the bailes and fiestas he was pail' to COL1pose, recite anc sing,,,26 
but he could also be found. tr::welling with the Eluleskinners 011 their 
way to the Fair at Chi11ua11Ua or ridinc vlit~1 a bc.c:ad of ArEentine Gau-
1500, after a. rOY2.1 ord.inance had been passed which perr:litted lithe 
i:r1portation of Negros WI10 had 'oeen born slaves 3,!1C. oelOllr;ecl to Chris_ 
tians ."27 But these slaves were not enough in numbec' to solve the 
Campa, 10. 
27 Coopers:'1i th, 78. 
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labor pro·::>lem, and the Spanisrl governaent soon found it necessary .Ivo 
il:l~)ort slaves from Africa to replace the disappearing Indian popul~.-
tion i:~ the Caribbean islands. Fro::1 the islands, the slaves r!ere 
ie.ken to the nainle.nd, but were never taken very far inland, so that 
their infJ.uence was confined to the coastal regions. 
The Negro slave was backward and prinitive, and his socia::' and 
econoL1ic status v:as inferior to the native Indian. His culture ex-
erted very little influence in those areas where a m!.tive Indian cul-
tura flourished. However, in the Caribbean islands, frou which the 
nati ve populatio n had been all but 0 bli terat ed, the lusio n of I.e gro 
and S)anish music beean a1:;lost at once, the S;:>anish contributing the 
uelody and the Hegro the rnythu. 
On the lnainland, however, the !'!egros wore forbidden to per-
form -crleir music and dances except on certain specified days, and. 
thus their cultural growth was iL1peded. As a result, "African in-
f1uence on the artistic life was not felt deeply • . • until eman-
cipation.,,28 
28 Lianuel Pedro Gonz~lez, "Racial F,,"ctors in Latin Ar:1erican 
;;usic, II ~-Am:~ rican ~'Uarterly, John. I. LcCulilock, llev! York, 1941, 
III, <'1"6. 
Soanish eXj)(lnsion in the Americas was rayi.d and erlensi ve 
after tile be ginning of the sixteenth century. By 1550, S;,:>ain had 
added the isthmus, ;:'.exico, Peru, Chile, the La Plata region, Vene-
zuela, and :,?z:rts of the United. States including ~)resent -day 1:e\1 
::exico, Arizona, Texas, Okl'lhoY.'la and Kansas to Columbus' ori sinal 
discoveries. The guidinG" idea of the Spanish Govornment during ti1is 
period of conquest and colonization was two_fOld, matel~ial and s~)ir­
i tual..2he latter was the most i:rlportant of the two; and to gain 
her aL, she transferred not only her reli gion and hel~ political in-
sti tutions, but her entire culture as well. ':Chis traasior was achieved 
throufh the missions, encomiendas, municipal councils, churches and 
reli gious orders, as well as throu::h the direct organs of the crown. 
Once the actual [:1i1i tary posses,sion of the land was in Spanish 
hands, the l1stives were ~dven over to the r:.1issionarJ to convert and 
instruct, so that the) would becoue useful Spanish ci-cizens, ar:1eu-
ablo tc tho royol ~Jolitical controls. ~Che work oi' the missionary 
'.',as uade im:'ini tel;!, easier when he discovered that the Indian's love 
of Elusic and its extensive use in his political and reli gious life, 
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l::J.ade it an unusually successtul mear.s 0 f gaining his confidence. Once 
the native confidence was gained he was easy to convert, and to trans-
fo IT.'l into a reasonable facsimile of a useful S;)anish citizen. The 
s;overnuent offi~ials could then tu:.ce control, while the missionary 
Ll0ve;i on to ;~lore primitive areas, and the process was repeated over 
again. 
The r:lUsic of the late colonial ~Jeriod, (circa 1750) was a :''les-
tizo music, COJ;1}osed of S)unish, Indian and :';e?'ro characteristics 
t:13.t lla8. ':Jecl1 fused. togetiier in the course of tiDe., The SJanish 
contribution was the larzest, si:'lce Si)anish music \7aS fa}' sUy3~~ior 
to that of the Indian and l:egro in nusical instrUlLlents, harmony and 
tec:~ni(jue • 
The above, however, pertains on1~· to :::ol1-c i;lusic. In reli-
gious ':-iusic there was little if any fusion cf Indian and Spanish quali_ 
ties, for the rsligious looked Ul)On the forr;10r as purel;:r pagan and 
:~12.de no attempt to use it, or encoura~e it in the religious services. 
The first l:lissionaries did use Indian tunes to which they set Chris-
tian doctrine, but these were su:)planted as soon as possible by the 
-;;;uropean 11]"::l11s so that the natives would fo rget t:oeir pagan religions. 
The missionaries did not hesitate to use all the for,ls of in-
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:iigenous ::nusical expression, song, dance and theatre in thei r conve:c~t-
ing policy. bu~~ tl1ey used of course, Christicl1 contexts. In ti;:10, it 
Vias found necessary to resort to iorci'ole su,ypression of all native 
cereuonials and to actually destroy Indian ,::lUsic2,1 instrunel1ts~ Once 
this :-.lolicy was incorporated, Dusic bee:~m to lose its ef:i:ectiveness 
as a fJeal1S of political control in t:J.e settled areas. 
In secular life, music remained an important morale-builder 
for the averaGe S~)anish colonist whe fcu:1d in 30n[;S, dances and 
festi vals, his main sources of amusement and diversio::~. 
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